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AUGUST 2, 1994 - "A LAST WORD!"

I had "A LAST WORD!" written out and we spent HOURS looking for it and cannot find it. THAT MAY BE "PROVIDENTIAL!" because what we wrote - having read "MARTIN WEBER'S" BOOK - (See "INSERT!") to p.225. But since FINISHING the 272 pages - we see where the "CESSPOOL THEOLOGY" that "ADVENTISM!" is SWIMMING IN - where it actually COMES FROM-!!! Found in WEBER'S LAST CHAPTER. Throughout the book I wrote "BULL!" - "6 FT. DEEP!" - "BOLONEY!" - "BABY MUSH!" - "LOOKING FOR HUMAN ACCLAIM!" - "HOPELESS! MIGHT AS WELL "DIALOGUE!" WITH A HOG!" - "LUNATIC!" - "SO EGW IS CRAZY-???"

"DEMONS OF RIGHTEOUSNESS!"

"LEGALISM IS THE HIGH ROAD TO HELL!"

(HIS BOOK p.228 - I WROTE:) "If anyone can say he "UNDERSTANDS!" this CHAPTER - he must be as MENTAL - AS HE IS!" HOW CAN YOU "UNDERSTAND!" - DOUBLE TALK - PLANNED DECEPTION - DELIBERATE LYING! - THE CONSCIENCE OF A LOUSE-!!!

DO YOU PEOPLE EVER SEE WHERE SUCH SCALAWAGS -

TEACH ONE THING ON ONE PAGE -

AND SOMETHING ELSE IN THE SAME BOOK OR PUBLICATION - ???

And did you MARK it and invite some one whose JUDGMENT you RESPECT - invite him/her over for DINNER - and ask them what THEY THINK - ??? MAKE SURE YOU ARE RIGHT - !!!

And then:

"NO LONGER CONSENT TO LISTEN WITHOUT PROTEST TO THE PERVERSION OF TRUTH. UNMASK the pretentious SO-PHISTRIES... HAS YOUR OBEDIENCE TO MEN BECOME REBEL-LION AGAINST GOD?... "MEET IT!" SM 1:196,198,200. B2:15-49.

THANK GOD FOR THE TRUTH -

EVERY DAY - !!!
THE '27' "THING" !!!

A COMPILATION OF THOUGHTS OVER A PERIOD OF YEARS

FRONT COVER "27" - WITCHCRAFT

{February 4, 1989}

Just been listening to JOHN TODD "WITCHCRAFT" TAPE - "CONVERTED WITCH TELLS HIS STORY." Sent out by Sr. HAYWORTH - years ago.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY

"WITCHCRAFT" is known to be "SATANISM" - involving "POSSESSION" or "CONTROL" by SATAN. It was in the SOP all the time but not recognized or pointed out (by ANYONE) as such. Hear these words: (Under the heading of "THE LAODICEAN CHURCH" - and is part of "THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS." If you are not including that - you are not giving it.)

REPEAT

It has to do with "POSSESSION." WHO is "POSSESSED" - WHEN and WHY - ??? If this is WRITTEN in SEQUENCE and in ORDER - it is right after the "SHAKING" chapter.

"THE SHAKING CHAPTER"

Starts right out with what is obviously the "SEALING." NO ONE POSSESSES ANYBODY - but before this is finished. - they do. So what are the ingredients necessary to be "POSSESSED?" WITHOUT going through WITCHCRAFT RITES and adopting their "SYMBOLS." Just matter of fact - "POSSESSED!" Which the "SHAKING" chapter leads up to. The most horrible word on the human tongue - "LEFT!" to the "CONTROL of Evil Angels."
T1:179, 180. Here we DARE NOT go to EW 269 as there are too many things MISSING there. This is OBVIOUSLY speaking of "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE" BELIEVERS. Because the "SEALING" commences with "THE HOUSE OF GOD." WATCH CAREFULLY.

"SHAKING CHAPTER." It shall be seen the Lord will take charge of the work "HIMSELF!" This is too crucial to be entrusted to either CHURCH or REFORM "LEADERS." In fact it is written that "HE CANNOT USE THEM...in the "SHAKING" TIME." T5-80-1. SO WHO DOES HE USE - ???

"SHAKING CHAPTER." We see those who are "AGONIZING" - "CONCERNED BRETHREN" - pleading with God. These are called "THE PEOPLE OF GOD." T1:179. They are called "SOME" on the SAME PAGE.

T1:180, 181 - we have two more "SOMES!" that couldn't care less about the issues involved. "CARELESS and INDIFFERENT!" and the Angels of God "LEFT THOSE WHO MADE NO EFFORT" and they went BACK into "MIDNIGHT DARKNESS." And are lost - and WHY they are LOST.

T1:187 reveals their fate - "POSSessed BY DEMONS" and WHY...without hope in this World.

EW 56. Again we are obliged to go to the ORIGINAL "1846 BROADSIDE." These are 1844 "MOST HOLy PLACE" BELIEVERS - but in 1960 the worship of the AUSTRALIAN-HUDSON "AWAKENING" became so popular - they even went OUT in the "OUTER COURT" where NO SINS have EVER been FORGIVEN. But as we saw under the "SOMES" of T1:180, 181 - "CARELESS and INDIFFERENT" they SLOUCH OVER to the 4th "SOME" found on page 182 that the "FOOTNOTES" show went BACK to the "LAODICEANS!" Follow the "STAR" to the FOOTNOTES. T1:182. And as we were informed in T1:180 went into LAODICEAN "DARKNESS!" Even "IMPENETRABLE!" COL 414. Now we are ready to understand T1:187. "TESTED" a length of "TIME!" Be fitted and purified to give the "LATTER RAIN" and thus be "SEALED" for "TRANSLATION!" While the other "CLASS" are "LEFT" to the "CONTROL" of EVIL ANGELS.

T1:187.

FOR TIME AND FOR ETERNITY-!!!

We do not go pussey-footing around in a subject as crucial as this - and end up saying "MAYBE!" There are NO "MAYBEES!" about T1:187. They are "POOR" and "MISERABLE" and "BLIND" and "NAKED!" CLEAVE like LEECHES to a SLIMY ROCK - to "FAITH ALONE!" - "NAKED" except for the "SHIELD OF FAITH!" "THE LORD WAS WETTING HIS SWORD IN HEAVEN TO CUT THEM DOWN!" T1:190.

WITCHCRAFT

And "POSSESSION" - study the above and see no "COPYRIGHT NAME" will help to the "POSSESSION" by demons. (1) Be "IN-DIFFERENTI!" (2) Be "CARELESS!" (3) Make "NO EFFORT!" (4) Do not "RESIST" the DARKNESS...and it shut them in like a "THICK CLOUD!" (5) FOLLOW THE BIG POPULAR CROWD OUT of the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE" - BACK OUT even way "OUT!" into the "OUTER COURT" and "AT ONCE receive the "INFLUENCE" and "CONTROL" of "SATAN!" And that is "WITCHCRAFT" and that is "THE CADEOUS INSIGNIA." UNCON-TROLLED "LOVE!" It is the "OMEGA!" It is "PANTHEISM" - it is "FREE-LOVISM!" One after the other in Adventist ranks - is going over (as does WITCHCRAFT and OCCULTISM and "NEW AGE." Going over to "SEX UNLIMITED!" Now calling in "HOMOS" and "AIDS!" They are LEADING OUT IN BOTH!)

"WEEK OF PRAYER" AND WILSON

THE ROAD TO DESTRUCTION! "LOVE NOT...!!!"

27 BELIEFS

It is recorded in 1,000 "WILD WEST" and "DETECTIVE" stories - how the CRIMINAL ELEMENT FRAMED an innocent man - saw that he was MURDERED - so he could steal his FORTUNE - slip into the confidences of the WIDOW - and get away with it. YEARS LATER - when he was in danger of being discovered - he murdered again - in cold-blood. The wheels of justice sometimes turn very slowly - but grind exceedingly FINE - and the JURY and the JUDGE - and all the spectators and the public that reads the account - ALL with one accord - are FURIOUS - at the COLD-BLOODED "JUDAS ISCARIOT" that murdered the Innocent - (I REPEAT) "ALL" are "FURIOUS!" As they should be that such VERMIN are alive - and waiting only for the FINAL COURT CASE IN HEAVEN - where the MICROFILM EVIDENCE is at last revealed - taken by the Angels - there is no doubt of the crime. Now for the MIKE CLUTE DISCIPLES (and MAXWELL of LLU who echoes the SAME DECEPTION with the APPROVAL of WILSON - from Campmeeting to Campmeeting - GOD DOES NOT DESTROY - NEVER HAS - NEVER WILL - His "LOVE" will not permit it.)
IN OTHER WORDS

God's JUSTICE is the CRIMINAL! He is WRONG to wipe the Universe CLEAN of such SCUM! called "VERMIN!" in the Bible. "GENERATION of VIPERS!" - "SCORPION" CULT - "LOVE!" would keep them ALIVE - ??? Now we turn to:

"27 BELIEFS" p.144.

The "LOVE" of God is "....." We look up the record of the R&H and the "MINISTRY" and other Church magazines - and we can produce 20 references that say (perhaps not in the EXACT SAME WORDS - but in the EXACT SAME THOUGHT) "GOD LOVES ALL MEN EVERYWHERE - and as long as LIFE SHALL LAST!" Old Man Richards developed that theme so that he wrote a special tract on it - in which he said - "GOD LOVES THE CANNIBAL" - while he is "FEASTING" on the flesh of another." Then we have other statements - that one fool - hearing such BLASPHEMY uttered "AND NO ONE ARISES" TO DENY IT - not in Church - not in Reform - not in the World. NO ONE wants to DENY that "GOD" is so TRANSFIXED with "LOVE" - that He is a WIMP. Did I say "WIMP?" Would YOU stop at that word? Because after all - YOU will NOT be JUDGED at what I say - YOU will not be judged because of what some LUNATIC wrote in the Church Magazines - excepting (Believe it or not?) - YOU-WILL-BE-JUDGED-IF-YOU-PERMIT-THE-NAME-AND-CHARACTER-OF-GOD-TO-BE-SO-MISREPRESENTED before men - as to paint Him as a MONSTER that BOILS people in OIL in HELL - or TAR or whatever they invent is there - and NOT ONE who holds to such utter BLASPHEMY - NOT ONE of them will ever see the Kingdom of God - (I REPEAT!) NOT ONE of that kind of SCUM! That is EXACTLY WHY the Lord does not put an end to them like you would to a SICK DOG - but makes them SUFFER for a while - "weeping may endure for a NIGHT - but joy cometh in the morning!" "What imagine ye against the Lord - I will NOT keep ANGER FOR-EVER!" Instead of hearing a sigh of relief when you hear the truth - you are going to turn and try to DEFEND that DEVIL-DOCTRINE and BAAL-PRIEST TORMENT in the FLAMES - so that SCANDAL - that LIE - that BLASPHEMY - will once and for all be WIPE OFF THE FACE of the Universe! And I say with EQUAL EMPHASIS and FEELING:

THIS 27 ADVENTIST BELIEFS

was so good it had to be put RIGHT-IN-THE-PREFACE! They could not wait to ADD it on p.vii....
ETERNAL TORMENT HELL VERITIES—!!!

THAT BLASPHEMY against the NATURE and CHARACTER of God is EQUAL to the WORST HELL-TORMENT THEORY by such as the PENTECOSTALS like MARTIN-BAKKER-SWAGGART and other HOLY ROLLERS that Adventist Leaders are COURTING — FROM WILSON in their joint book — featured "A WHOLE GALAXY" of them — they picked out 50 of the "HOLINESS CULT" — who had "ETERNAL VERITIES" that EGW did not have! FROM WILSON went FAR AHEAD of the SOP and as that EXCUSE formulated these "27 BELIEFS" — by quoting the HOLY HELL PRIESTS — COUNT THEM in this BOOK! "KARL BARTH" CULT — and when we come to CRITICAL BELIEFS — do they appeal to EGW — ??? Or do they give her a bit of window dressing to FOOL the GULLIBLE? And end up saying:

"THE LOVE OF GOD IS "UNCONDITIONAL—!!!"

But an ECHO of what they have been teaching for DECADES — "He LOVES ALL MEN EVERYWHERE and as long as LIFE SHALL LAST" — then He "LOVES" them during SEVEN LAST PLAGUES? He still LOVES them as He watches them CRUCIFY HIS ONLY BEGOTTEN SON — then my friend — LOCK ME UP! SHOOT ME FULL OF HOLES — I say to you with my DYING BREATH:

YOUR "GOD" IS INSANE! HE HAS NO FEELING!

HE HAS NO SENSE OF JUSTICE! "WIMP" did I say? ONE DAY SOON — that God of the Heavens will take the likes of you — BLASPHEMING CULT — you GENERATION OF VIPERS — SCORPIONS — RATTLE SNAKES — SIDE-WINDERS — ALLIGATORS — with the heart of a CROCODILE — I see the picture in Rev. 18 — that Adventists ROSE UP AGAINST in 1888 and when it comes again will again "RISE UP AGAINST IT!" Because it DOES NOT teach "LOVE UNLIMITED" — nor "UNLIMITED LIES" — nor "UNIVERSALISM" on that Devil’s ONE-WAY FLIER going with the speed of lightning to perdition and the MINISTERS that take THAT SIDE — will suffer 10 TIMES MORE than their people! I agree with EVERY ONE of those statements and I see the TRUE PICTURE! EW 282; GC 656.

REV. 18:

That desolate WHORE gets it "DOUBLE!" for her sins of "LOVE UNLIMITED!" Repeated TWICE! "Give to her DOUBLE!" And what else? There we see the MIKE CLUTES and the 149 WRITERS of "27 BELIEFS" —
We see them CRYING - pulling their hair - lamenting and weeping - OH! SO SAD!

AND THE SAINTS?

You better get that FOOL OF YOURS - with his BUNCH OF LIES - to read KD&A all over again - those who SYMPATHIZED with the GROUND OPENING UP - the whole AUTUMN COUNCIL - 250 "Princes of Renown" were ATOMIZED - on the SPOT! Do you see the SAINTS pulling their hair in Rev. 18 - is that what you learned in all these "REVELATION SEMINARS" where you picked up more "MIDNIGHT DARKNESS - IMPENETRABLE!" - because TRUTH is just the opposite of their BUNCH OF LIES! The TRUTH is found in Verse 18 - The SAINTS "REJOICE!" AT LAST! We are VINDICATED! We are FREE of such TRASH! And the joyful part - it will be FOREVER! Oh! Yes! We believe in the JUSTICE of God as He PUT their HEADS UNDER WATER in the FLOOD - as he set FIRE to their TAIL in SODOM - He did NOT ORDAIN the Laodicean Church to (by their own words in RH... 1988) LEAD ALL CHURCHES to try to "UNDERSTAND" HOMOS - "AIDS!" and ALL! No - that is not our God - NEVER! I repeat - that is NOT the God who set FIRE to their TAIL - in SODOM and GOMORRAH - aren't the SODOMITES (HOMOS) "FOOLS?" I do not know of any bigger FOOLS - your trouble is you do not know HOW FAR THE HOMOS GO! Did you ever hear of "FISTING" where they become so SEX CRAZY they literally tear their INSIDES TO PIECES - did you hear they lead in the WORST CRIMES? "A COMPANION OF FOOLS WILL BE DESTROYED FOR WANT OF JUDGMENT!" Good-bye Adventist!

WHILE THEY ARE HITTING THE THEME OF "LOVE!" THE BIBLE SAYS:

"LOVE NOT...!!!"

"LOVE NOT THE WORLD...for the "LOVE!" of the World is "ENMITY!" with God..." "UNCONDITIONAL" or "UNLIMITED" LOVE means - love EVERYTHING - EVERYBODY - NO RESERVE - NO EXCEPTIONS - it has to INCLUDE "LOVE!" for the "WORLD" - which is "ENMITY" with God.

IN OTHER WORDS:

FIDELITY to "ONE ALONE!" - distinguished the WOMAN robed in WHITE from the WOMAN clothed in SCARLET - the HUSSEY of T8:250. And REV. 18. NO RESERVE - NO HONOR - NO DECENCY - NO LIMITS - NO CONDITIONS - just a DRUNKEN SWOONING into the arms of the first one that comes along.
Did anyone tell you that is the religion of **BAAL** – ??? Look it up in any **LARGE LIBRARY** – look up "**BAAL**!" The worship of a maiden is not acceptable to **BAAL** – until and unless she "**CONSORTS**" with the **FIRST STRANGER** that comes along at **MIDNIGHT** at the **STATUE OF BAAL** – that is **ONE** of the "**27 ARTICLES**" of 1989 "**ADVENTIST FAITH**" – they say it themselves – we did not say it – they said it – "**UNCONDITIONAL!**" – "**UNLIMITED!**" – a common street **WHORE. NOT-ONE-WRITER-HAS-WRITTEN-AGAINST-THEE-OBSOLETE-DISPLAY-OF-NAKEDNESS** – **NO SHAME LEFT!** She advertises to the World that she has an open door to her house – in RH...1989 – she has hung up her shingle – she will lead "**ALL-OTHER-CHURCHES-TO-SERVE-HOMOS!**" Apparently they do not have to be "**HOMOS**" any more. The Adventist Church will take them under their wing. **HIGH-TIME-TO-LEAVE...!!! IN A HURRY!** As those who fled out of Jerusalem to **ESCAPE** the **DESTRUCTION, HISTORY is REPEATING! RUN! DON'T WALK!** Send in your **RESIGNATION - TODAY! NOTARIZE IT!** So you keep a **RECORD!** Have it delivered by a **SHERIFF!** Since they like **"LAW!"** so much – give them some **"LAW!"**

---

**THE REBOK AFFAIR**

{July 18, 1989}

Our spy – Bro. Lee of Rochester has done it again – although I am on **VANCE FERRELL'S MAILING LIST** – I am usually two weeks later than some Americans. So this was news to me:

**REBOK FINANCIAL DISASTER**

**INVOLVING TOP CHURCH OFFICIALS AND THEIR DUPES**

---

**I THINK THIS IS GREAT-!!! GREAT-!!! GREAT-!!! GREAT-!!!**

**HOEHN!** Are you **INSENSITIVE** – ??? You do not feel for these people – their **LOSS** – ??? Oh, no! This is not a loss – !!! Not in the sight of Heaven! It is a **GAIN** – a **GIANT LEAP FORWARD** – !!!

**HOW SO - YOU ASK - ??**

Well, it works like this – after all the **EXPOSURE of the ROTENNESS (T8:250. TM 465.) (REPEAT!)** The **ROTENNESS of this Administration – which I saw **RIGHT-IN-THE-BEGINNING** – that this **WILSON** was the **WORST IMPOSTER** this denomination has ever seen or could see – one **FIASCO** after the other –
I did not have to **WAIT** to see them **PILE UP** - as **TIME** has **AMPLY PROVEN** beyond a shadow of a doubt. **THE REAL CRIMINAL** in all these affairs we **CATEGORIZED** on the **FRONT OF OUR PUBLICATIONS** - and one after the other was **HORRIFIED!** in the extreme-!!! Did not want to be on our Mailing List, etc. They would not write to **WILSON** and **PROTEST** - but they would **WRITE** to **US** and **DAMN** and **DOOM** us into the ground - and if there was an extra hot place in **HELL** - they would wish it upon us.

**BUT THEN WE BEGAN TO SEE THE RESULTS** -

As we hoped and prayed for - **ONE** after the other - who had **TREMbled** in their **BOOTS** for **POINTING THE ARROW OF CONVICTION** at the **REAL CULPRIT** - would bend over backwards to **EXCUSE** him - saying he was so **"BUSY"** in his **"SCHEDULE"** - that he did not have the **"TIME"** to **INVESTIGATE**! these happenings:

**LISTEN! ONLY A DUMMY** -

Is **UNAWARE** that any man in any company **DOES-NOT-NEED-TO-HAVE-TO-TAKE-THE-TIME** to **"INVESTIGATE"** such matters **PERSONALLY** - but with the **FLICK** of a **FINGER** - can appoint a **SUBORDINATE** to do the **SLEUTHING WORK NECESSARY** - to be glad to do it for **"His Highness."** **WHY WAS THIS NOT DONE?**

**IN ANY WAR - THE ARMY KNOWS - AND ALL PEOPLE SHOULD KNOW** -

That the **WORST SPY** of all - is one who has **NO SYMPATHY** for **YOUR SIDE** - but is a **SABOTEUR** - out to **"GET YOU!"** One **SABOTEUR** we just dealed with - that cost us over **$3,000.00** - did it with a **BIG SMILE** at all times - even **LAUGHINGLY DENYING HIS ROLE** - he had the conscience of a **LOUSE**! Such men **SWARM** in the World in all levels of Church and State. Who is so uncommonly **DUMB** that he does not know this? As **GERALD K. SMITH** used to say - **"TOO DUMB"** to come in out of the rain!

**CHINESE PROVERB:**

(1) **He who CHEATS** you **ONCE** and you deal with him again...
(2) **You probably forgave him** - thinking you could trust him now. **IT WAS HIS FAULT-!!!**
(3) But if he **TRICKS** you the **THIRD TIME** - it is **YOUR FAULT! YOU ASKED FOR IT!**

**WHAT WE ARE TALKING ABOUT IS TRICKERY - DECEIT - LYING** -

- 9 -
But what if it is in MONEY MATTERS - in the Light of Heaven - that is NOTHING!!! It could even be "GOOD FOR YOU!!" - All men of God had to learn - THE HARD WAY! And now we come to the crucial point:

NOT YOUR MONEY - BUT YOUR SOUL IS AT STAKE!!!
You can lose ALL YOUR MONEY - and still be saved - in the Kingdom. But what if you trust THESE SAME MEN - the LEADING TRICKSTER and all who fell for him - in this case and in the DAVENPORT CASE - it was a matter of TRUST - why did they "TRUST" him that the money was SECURED by BANK ACCOUNTS - and they did not even MAKE DOUBLY SURE - because they TRUSTED him or his SUBORDINATES - so what if they got BURNT - ??? They probably have many THOUSANDS left - they will LIVE - they still have TIME TO DEVELOP a "CHARACTER!" The ONLY "TREASURE" we can take to Heaven. (COL 330...)

IF THESE SAME DECEIVERS ARE INVOLVED IN LEADING YOU ASTRAY -
In THEOLOGICAL QUESTIONS - you "TRUST" such a CROOKED MANIPULATOR to "HONESTLY" tell the TRUTH in the DEMANDING EXPERTISE of HONEST EVALUATION IN DOCTRINE? Did you ever meet a man who SWITCHES his TALES around so fast - you can hardly keep up to such an agile mind - ??? You WONDER with open mouth - how he/she can do it? SWITCH in a FLASH! Tell you one thing - you catch them at that - he can WIGGLE out of it like a GREASED PIG! Or like an EEL - or like QUICKSILVER will slip through your fingers -

YOUNG - INEXPERIENCED PEOPLE
Who want to think the best of others - and ESPECIALLY this girl or boy - and then wait twenty years later to find out it was ONLY TOO TRUE! So you almost get on your knees to "THANK GOD!" that you escaped the "SNARE!" That's what I am telling you in this PAPER - "THANK GOD!" you found those people out IN TIME! and don't HONOR them just because they can flash their DEGREES that they picked up in HARVARD or YALE or some other WORLDLY INSTITUTION - or did you NEVER READ that the LAST WORK will go FORWARD by those "NOT TRAINED IN LITERARY INSTITUTIONS" and if you think that does not include ADVENTIST "INSTITUTIONS" Boy! You have to be DUMBER than I thought possible!

- 10 -
WHAT REASON HAVE YOU GOT for this PRESENT ABOMINABLE BUNCH holding down your PULPITS - what else has to happen BEFORE you "WAKE UP! and "GET OUT!"

LISTEN TO ELLEN WHITE - !!!

It took her YEARS in far away AUSTRALIA to finally learn HER "LESSON!" (WEE WILLIE NEVER DID LEARN HIS!) But it was on account of him - "MOTHERLY LOVE!" - (BEAT HER OUT OF $10,000.00) that snapped her out of her "TRUST" in "TRUSTEES THAT CANNOT BE TRUSTED!" and she put in her ORIGINAL WRITINGS - "CURSED IS THE MAN...." And URIAH SMITH took it out - again and again and again...this is one thing I noticed when I first started researching the CHANGES in the BOOKS. THE NEW "MAN-FABRICATED" "GOSPEL WORKERS" not even a DISTANT RELATIVE of the original book - this "NEW IMPROVED" book says to "TRUST!" the LEADERSHIP - the ORIGINAL BOOK said "DO NOT!" TRUST your own GOD-GIVEN POWERS of OBSERVATION. And did you need "ELLEN WHITE" to tell you THAT??? Did not your PARENTS WARN YOU? How sorry I feel for poor kids that go out in the World - UNWARNED! UNTRAINED! DISOBEDIENT! RECKLESS! WILD! DO WHAT THEY WANT! And stand up on the platform and hand that to you on the VENDEN/WILSON PLATTER. Oh, we "TRUST" our LEADERSHIP! I DO WONDER WHY - ??? That Old Sebastian Beguile Friar Froom - launched the biggest campaign in any church in all history - "DO NOT FIND FAULT!" (With the likes of HIM!) NO WONDER that now they are SITTING DUCKS!

ONE LAST WORD - WHEN ARE THE FERRELLS - THE WHEELINGS - and 10,000 MORE - going to QUIT calling on the LEADERSHIP to REPENT - think back in your BIG DRIVES - did ONE of them SUCCEED? HUNGARY? RUMANIA? CHINA? RUSSIA? BILLY GRAHAM? BARNHOUSE and MARTIN? You still are a ready sucker to fall for their every new "PITCH!" Your HENS are coming HOME to ROOST!!! I hope they lay you an oversized EGGMOG - !!! "LUTHER was the one chosen to BREAST-THE-STORM, stand up against the IRE of a FALLEN CHURCH, and strengthen the FEW who were FAITHFUL to their HOLY PROFESSION...He searched the BIBLE FOR HIMSELF...then he searched it FOR THE CHURCH. He was DISGUSTED with the SINS of those in whom he had TRUSTED for SALVATION...In the POWER of the "HOLY SPIRIT!" he cried out against the existing SINS of the LEADERS of the CHURCH;
And as he met the storm of opposition from the priests, his courage failed not... As he pushed the battle closer and closer, the rage of the priests was kindled still hotter against Him. They did not wish to be reformed. They chose to be left in ease, in wanton pleasure, in wickedness; and they desired the church also to be kept in darkness. I saw that Luther... cared not for wicked men or devils; he knew that he had one with him mightier than them all...

"Some... for the glory of His Name, were permitted to seal-with-their-blood the testimony they had borne; but there were other powerful men, like Luther and Melanchthon, who could best glorify God by living and exposing the sins of priests, popes, and kings. These trembled before the voice of Luther, and his fellow laborers. Through these chosen men, rays-of-light began to scatter the darkness and very many joyfully received the light and walked in it!" EW 222 to 225.

This was one of the first references that I found that told us what "light is!" and why I was so angry that the "light!" that is to "lighten the whole world!" in "the loud cry!" chapter of 1884 GC 421 had to be changed in your GC 603. "corruptions which had been entering "the churches!" 1884 GC 421. Had-to-be-changed to leave room for the one and only by: "the corruptions which had been entering the various organizations that constituted "babylon!" your GC 603. (oh! how nice! to correct the horrible mistake she made when she did not know what she was talking about when she wrote the 1884-!!!) But they forgot to change EW 273 where she wrote: "satan has taken full possession of "the churches!" as a "body!" EW 273.

Oh! no! no! no! heavens no!

"Luther... EW... 222..." Would you have had that manhood? Think-!!!

"Love unconditional!"

{January 31, 1889}

Line up a skunk - a gopher - a giraffe - a bear - a cougar - a cow - a horse - a hen - a cat - a dog - a rattlesnake - a scorpion - an alligator - a mosquito - a hornet -
a STINK BUG - a FROG - a DONKEY - a SHARK - a VULTURE - a BED BUG - a LOUSE - a RAT - a HOLY ANGEL - a DEVIL - a LIAR - a THIEF - a MURDERER - an INSANE IDIOT - a RAPIST - HOMO - a DECENT PERSON - a MORAL PERSON -

GOD CREATED OR ALLOWED TO BE PERVERTED ALL THESE SPECIES

Of BIRDS - ANIMALS - FISH - on land and sea and in the air - LIKENING them to men and nations that have the characteristic of a BEAST and IMAGES OF BEASTS - for one express purpose - to show that there IS A DIFFERENCE!

TO SHOW THAT SHEEP AND WOLVES

cannot be permitted to live side by side - so that we will un-
derstand, and all the Universe will understand - when clean-up DAY "ONE" comes and the TRASH is gathered together and BURNT UP! GOOD RIDDANCE TO BAD RUBBISH! Did you learn - in any "REVELATION SEMINAR" - that when this "DESTRUC-
TION" tells us the WICKED will LAMENT and pull their HAIR and WAIL and CRY - because they would like to see SIN and SINNERS - PERPETUATED! WORLD WITHOUT END!

IN CONTRAST TO THIS

We are shown in the SAME BOOK of the "REVELATIONS!" - when this happens - and this happens to be Rev. 18 - the true message of the "LOUD CRY!" that came in 1888 and was RE-
JECTED by the Adventist Church and when that Angel comes again - will be rejected again - that very Book of Revelations and that very chapter of Rev. 18 - informs us that when this ANGEL and this MESSAGE comes again - the SAINTS OF GOD - the RIGHTEOUS - will "REJOICE YE HEAVENS and ye Holy Apostles...!!!" REJOICE! Because SIN and SINNERS will be no more - will not be there to KILL-MAIM-HURT - will not be a-
round to cause anyone to CRY - be in PAIN - no one to STEAL all their SAVINGS - no one there to CLUB or SHOOT them to DEATH! And so "REJOICE! Ye Heavens and ye Holy Apostles!": "REJOICE!"

IF YOU DID NOT LEARN THAT IN ANY "REVELATION SEMINAR"

You did not learn ANYTHING - !!!

And if you can believe what you will find in that "27 BELIEF" BOOK - before they even start to ITEMIZE them - they tell you
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the "LOVE" of God is "UNCONDITIONAL!" That THEME is all through the book – p. VII, 6, 25, 32, 274, 305, 356...in other words – if some one can stand beside the LIST of CREATURES we lined up on pages 12 & 13 – and can say he "LOVES!" them all "UN-
CONDITIONALLY!"

NEED I SAY MORE - ???

It is not only the "BEAST" but the "IMAGE OF THE BEAST" that is guilty of claiming the "LOVE" of God on a FIRE-BREATHING DRAGON-SERPENT that will TORMENT his victims – INNOCENT VICTIMS – without end and without mercy – but also those who picture a GRINNING SAP – complete IDIOT that will look at the line-up shown previously – and declare that God will "LOVE ALL MEN UNCONDITIONALLY!" or as they have been saying for many years – "AS LONG AS LIFE SHALL LAST" – BOTH are GUILTY of "BLASPHEMING THE NAME OF GOD" and of all them that dwell in Heaven – to hang such a charge around the neck of the Majesty of the Universe. That is "BLASPHEMY!"

THE LAST MESSAGE -

There are two of everything. Two kinds of "FAITH!" Two kinds of "EFFORT!" Two kinds of "WORKS." Two kinds of "CHURCH!" There are THREE "BABYLONs!" There are THREE "LAST MESSAGES!"

"THE LOUD CRY!" is the "LAST MESSAGE" - for the "WORLD!"

"THE SUNDAY LAW!" is involved.

"THE MIDNIGHT CRY!" swells INTO "THE LOUD CRY!"

BEFORE THE "SUNDAY LAW!" Adventist Probation is OVER!

Yet you are THRILLED to hear about "SUNDAY LAWS?"

Ever around that elusive corner - has been for 100 years!

The Lord orders Satan: "GATHER YE THE TARES - FIRST - for the BURNING!" SATAN – if you can WIN THEM – you can HAVE THEM! SATAN'S "LOUD CRY!" There are two of everything. There are two key pages (we use your GC whenever we can because then you have NO EXCUSE not to look it up!) Two key pages – GC 464, 624. (1884 ORIGINAL GC 296.)

"SUNDAY LAW" is so important to SATAN!
He brings it **IN PERSON!** GC 624. His "AGENTS" did not do a good enough job – so he brings it **IN PERSON!** And **WOODS** in the R&H **SNEERED** at that! So you are **SITTING DUCKS!** You were told the **COUNTERFEIT** would come "BEFORE" the **REAL** "LAST MESSAGE" and "LAST MOVEMENT" will "COME!" GC 464. 1884 GC 296.

"THE GREAT CONTROVERSY"

is the most important book she ever wrote. That is why **SATAN** and **URIAH SMITH** – **CHANGED IT** in 1888. And THAT was much of the **FIGHT of 1888.** And that's why they **HID THE EVIDENCE** – of 1888. What is the **DIFFERENCE** between 1884 **ORIGINAL** and your 1911 **FAKE** – ??? Why do you flood the World with the **FAKE** – ???. When **DR. WILBORNE OF "HEALTH RESEARCH"** – "BEAT THE BASTARDS!" in a **LAWSUIT** – it cost him **$30,000.00** but he won us the **RIGHT** to **REPRINT THE "ORIGINAL BOOKS!"** Since we were on the way – to save face – they are printing "**SOME**" of them.

**THE BIG QUESTION IS:**

Why do **DIE-HARD LAODICEANS** not want to **REPRINT THE ORIGINAL "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" VOL. 4** – ??? Now that the **LAW is on OUR SIDE** – we are FREE to print it – after all the **DAMNDEST** that **ARTHUR WHITE** did to try to **STOP IT!** **URIAH SMITH** and **WILLIE WHITE** added close to **200 PAGES** – **RON GRAYBILL** said "**ENTIRE CHAPTERS!**" – so it is actually **CHEAPER** to **PRINT-THE-ORIGINAL!**

**WHY DO THEY NOT WANT IT** – ???

Very simple! **THIS BOOK WAS WRITTEN** with the express purpose to show the **HISTORY of the 7th HORROR of the World** – is to be **REPEATED!** That it is a "**DUAL PROPHECY!**" He "**BLEND**" the **DESTRUCTION** of the "**HOLY CITY**" – the SABBATH **KEEPING(?)** "**PROFESSED!"** SABBATARIANS AFTER they had **CRUCIFIED** their **SAVIOR** – with the **FATE** of those **WHO** SAY they are "**JEWS**" but who **LIE** – and "**ARE NOT!**" **WHAT IS THEIR FATE**– ??? **OR** – "**DEALING IN THE POSITIVE**" –

**WHAT IS THEIR SALVATION** – ???

As plain as could be. **THE SABBATARIANS THEN** – **THE SABBATARIANS NOW** – "**FLEE!**" Those who **FLED** – **NOT ONE LOST THEIR LIVES!** But they had to "**FLEE!**" and lose **NO TIME!** Just get **OUT!**
"OUT!!" was their SALVATION!
"IN!!" was their "DESTRUCTION!!"

IS THIS HISTORY TO BE REPEATED - ???

THEM LEFT OUT! THEY CHANGED! THEY MAULED THE BOOKS!

AS THE JEWS OF OLD - they want ALL SEGMENTS - ESSENES
- SAMARITANS - "OFFSHOTS" - "INSHOOTS" - every stripe
and color - INTO! THE CITY! The ONLY place of SAFETY!
This is what "SANBALLAT" "HIRED" men to trick NEHEMIAH in
the "RETURN OF THE EXILES." PK 635,655. This was written
for our day - how did they massacre this - ??? LEFT OUT
THE FIRST ARTICLE BY ELLEN WHITE ON THE "RETURN OF THE
EXILES" out of Babylon. And MIXED UP the others. (Now try
and understand it!)

AS IN OLD JERUSALEM

WHEN NEHEMIAH CAME TO THE BROKEN DOWN TEMPLE -

CAME TO REBUILD THE WALLS -

"SHEMAIAH" WAS THE LEADING ONE! PK 655.

"THE INFAMOUS ADVICE" is the "ADVICE" they are giving us -
"HIDE!" in the TEMPLE! "HIDE!" as it is time to give the LAST
MESSAGE! HIDE! HIDE! HIDE! Had NEHEMIAH followed this
"INFAMOUS ADVICE!" - he would have been killed FOR SURE!
So he built the wall - SWORD-IN-HAND! "IT IS WRITTEN" IN
HAND! And "IT IS WRITTEN" that we will "BUILD THE WALL" in
"TROUBLous TIMES!" But we will have the walls up - to the
SURPRISE of our ENEMIES - IN TWO MONTHS TIME!

WE WILL BUILD THE WALL!

WHAT IS THE WALL? Want to study that out - ??? What is
the "SEPARATING WALL" between us and the World - THE
ENEMIES OF GOD - ??? We will "PREACH THE SABBATH
MORE FULLY!" This will "ENRAGE THE CHURCH!!" That was
WTF 19...that was OBVIOUSLY A MISTAKE! So they had to
"CORRECT" it in EW 33. And put on a simple, innocent - "ES!
It is NOT "THE CHURCH!!" Oh, no! Deliver me! She must have
meant "THE CHURCHES!" We would NEVER hate the "SABBATH
PREACHED MORE FULLY!" NO! NO! NO! NEVER! ONLY
TROUBLE IS - we slip in here:
"AS THE STORM APPROACHES" - (Not here yet!) - "A LARGE CLASS... (How many?) go to MARGARET THATCHER - go to the "SUNDAY BLUE LAW ALLIANCE" - go to CHINA - HUNGARY - RUMANIA - AFRICA - to the BLACK and RED WORLDS - HALF THE EARTH'S SURFACE by this time - and the men "WORK!" on the SABBATH - send their kids to the school - on the SABBATH!" So when "WE PREACH THE SABBATH MORE FULLY" this will NOT - never HAS - "ENRAGE THE OTHER CHURCHES!" They would not worry about it any more than they have been worrying about it for 100 years! But this will "ENRAGE THE CHURCH!" Just like it is written - THAT was NO MISTAKE! SO THEY HAVE CHANGED THESE WRITINGS IN HUNDREDS OF PLACES with one constant reminder in mind - just like the JEWS IN OLD JERUSALEM as history is repeated - the ONLY SAFETY is "IN!" this "DEATH TRAP!" And "IT IS WRITTEN" that this will AGAIN be a "DEATH TRAP!" Only difference? It will be WORSE! There will NOT be ANY "SURVIVORS" this time.

YOU SAW IT IN THE WRITINGS!
You read it again and again - but in your PROUD HAUGHTY LAODICEAN STYLE you were "RICH!" and INCREASED with your (own) GOODNESS - and in NEED(?) of NOTHING! So you flung your head UP - and walked grandly by - but you have ONE LAST CHANCE to "LOOK!" and "LIVE!" The Lord really has mercy to give you this ONE LAST OPPORTUNITY to be SAVED - an opportunity that you DO NOT DESERVE! And one minute before 1989 - would have done NO GOOD AT ALL to former generations - that is why we have those who "KEEP!" the commandments of God and "HAVE!" the Testimony of Jesus! They have not one - but BOTH! And will let neither one of them go - not to suit YOU or your "DUMB DOGS THAT WILL NOT BARK!" Crying "PEACE AND SAFETY" and end up -

THE WORDS ARE THERE -
"ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" STAYED TOGETHER - SLAYED TOGETHER! "A MARK...SEPARATE FROM..." NO SEALING - NO MARK - on those who HUDDLE in FEAR in the "TEMPLE!"

27 ARTICLES
(March 11, 1989)
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THE MAJOR THEME throughout the "27" BOOK - is shown in p.vii,25,32,274,305,350,356. The "LOVE" of God is "UNCONDITIONAL!" And all the "250 Princes of Renown" fell into line with that DOGMA. ELLEN WHITE MET that from FIRST to LAST in their Ministry. That was the "WHITE ROBE" FANATICS - that was "PANTHEISM" - "OCCULTISM" - "SPIRITUALISM." "EACH MIND will JUDGE ITSELF and not another, the JUDGMENT will be RIGHT - because it is the JUDGMENT OF SELF!" ("SPIRITUALISM" Chapter) GC 554 and also 558. The same SPIRITUALISTIC "UNIVERSALISM" HINDU "YE ARE GODS!" - "NEW AGE" THEME. GOD WITHIN. "THE THRONE IS WITHIN YOU." You are JUDGE - MEDIATOR - EXECUTIONER. Whatever the great "YOU" does - is RIGHT! SELF-RIGHTEOUSNESS with a vengeance. "I AM SAVED!" is next. Then another step down the ladder - "I WILL BE SAVED!" Or how about trying for "INSTANTANEOUS SANCTIFICATION" which is "HOLY FLESH" - which is to rear its ugly head again in the last moment of time. In all your ANALYZING of "TIMES" and FEAR of "SUNDAY LAWS!" How about ANALYZING "HOLY FLESH!" What is THAT - ??? Is that what keeps cropping up every little while in the ranks of the self-confessed "AWAKENING" - Which, by the way - was from its inception - a 100% "ADVENTIST" Movement - they OPENLY CAME with the RESOLUTION (INFLEXIBLE) that they would have no truck with any hated "OFFSHOOTS!" But yet the "OFFSHOOTS" ignored all that, as they had been doing for DECADES - and tried desperately to get on the bandwagon. Some of them did. In fact most of them did. IN OUR GROUP - and in other GROUPS - and in some GROUPS - 95% fell for them like a ton of bricks. Even to this day. So it is NOTHING for those people - IN and OUT of the Church to fall for:

JONES OF 1893.

By this time he had "I AM SAVED-HOLY-SINLESS!" People who are DENSE (most of them are) will not CO-RELATE what Sr. White said at this very time - in these very years. Nor will they WANT to remember that the BREAK with her and JONES and WAGGONER - which ARTHUR WHITE REVEALED in the "APPENDIX" to the OLSON BOOK - "FROM CRISIS TO VICTORY." THE KEY WORD was the SAME as the REBELLION of "27 ARTICLES." WILSON GANG IN 1988 - "LOVE" is "UNCONDITIONAL!" Since they CHANGED "STEPS TO CHRIST" as soon as they got it back under their control - paid FLEMING REVEL what was purported to be "A KING'S RANSOM!" - they ADDED that dastardly FIRST CHAPTER - the Lord did not know how to win souls -
Nor did ELLEN WHITE — so we are so thankful the General Conference with headquarters in WASHINGTON, D.C. — came to the rescue and ADDED that "TEARS IN HIS VOICE" chapter. The Minister who was the one that put ELDER BAUER on the carpet — was in my wife's "KINDERGARTEN CLASS" in the GERMAN CHURCH in LEDUC, ALBERTA, CANADA. Elder STREIFLING. He congratulated me for meeting that "LOVE UNLIMITED" — first chapter. "ALL HEAVEN LOOKS WITH INDIGNATION!" (Want us to list 20 references?)

JONES OF 1893.

JONES CAME UP WITH — (THEME #1) — "WORKS amounted to NOTHING!" (THEME #2) — "RIGHTEOUSNESS" was "IMPUTED" with "NO CONDITIONS!" (All this in SM 1:377. Whoever lined that up did a good job by what he selected BEFORE and AFTER this page 377.)

1893 KEY WORD: "NO CONDITIONS!" No matter how "DEFECTIVE" you may "BE" — GOD DOES NOT CARE!

1988-9 KEY WORD: "LOVE!" is "UNCONDITIONAL!" AGAIN — the VERY SAME THOUGHT! The VERY SAME DOGMA! Did you notice — the SAME WORD! "NO CONDITIONS!" — "UNCONDITIONAL!" ELLEN WHITE TRIED to stem the ENTHUSIASM but the THOUGHTLESS HORDES of Adventists — relegated EGW OUT! and took in "JONES" and "NO CONDITIONS!" AND all the Awakeners ran downstairs

AND RANG the basement BELL —
Now here is the song they sing the whole day long —
THE LAW CANNOT — NEED NOT BE KEPT —
GOD'S "GRACE" WILL COVER YOU — !!!
We can prove this real good and slick —
AND FROOM CAN DO IT TOO — !!!

WE GO TO BABYLON and MASON'S 9th DEGREE!

We scoop the fish in our net —
We get their money, too!
It all depends on MOB OPINION —
with that we get you, TOO!

THE ADVENTIST MASSES CHOSE JONES — 1893. "I AM SAVED!" — without "WORKS!" and God does not care how "DEFECTIVE" we may "BE!" because His "LOVE!" is "UNCONDITIONAL" don't you see — ?

1893 JONES RIDES THE SADDLE AGAIN!
ON THEIR WAY TO THEIR LAST FALL!
YOU SAW WHAT HAPPENED TO THOSE WHO FOLLOWED THAT LINE — 1960.
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WILL IT END UP ANY DIFFERENT -
if they follow that SAME LINE - 1989 - ???
Even if not another writer will see this MAJOR THREAT -
We will NOT let them get away with it!
Even if we stand ALONE - but, believe it or not -
There are a FEW who will REMAIN TRUE -
While the rest of Adventism throws in the sponge
Not knowing or caring what is PIPED or HARPED!

⇔ ⇔ ⇔ ⇔ ⇔ ⇔

"AND THOU, CAPERNAUM (SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS)

SHALL BE BROUGHT DOWN TO HELL!"

"BY SILENCE GIVE CONSENT."

You have seen it - I have seen it - EVERYONE has seen it -
some FALSE PROPHET steps in the podium (or talks to you in
PRIVATE - or in a room-full of guests) and comes up with
some DAMNABLE LIE - and in the interests of being known as a
"GOOD FELLOW" - "UNDERSTANDABLE" - "KIND!" - "IS A
FRIEND TO ALL!" - (MIKE CLUTE TYPE - DESMOND FORD TYPE
- BRINSMEAD TYPE.)

AND YOU! AND ALL OTHERS!

Are SILENT - NEUTRAL - NON-COMMITTAL - you and your wife
- did not want to be the ONLY ONES to be a "WET BLANKET"
and SPOIL the "PARTY!" So you are SILENT - NON-COMMITTAL
- even if he turns and SINGLES YOU OUT! - "DO YOU
AGREE?" (with what he just said) and your wife kicks you in
the shins - and all eyes are on you - and you - (BIG HERO
- stumble and fumble like that man (or woman) who sees a
HORRIBLE LOOKING BABY as the PROUD MOTHER shows off
her beloved OFFSPRING - and you look in there and want to
recoil at what you see - and she is LOOKING with a SMILE for
you to make some comment - and you are NOT GOING TO LIE!
So you say:) "Now THAT is a REAL BABY! and the proud
mother BEAMS...

BUT HOW DO YOU PSYCHOLOGICAL YOUR WAY
out of meeting FALSE DOCTRINE-???
Well, to be a good fellow - like my brother GUS - one of the "HOEHN MEDICAL
DYNASTY" - after a LIFETIME of TRYING to be a FRIEND of all
- the big, the tall and the small - anything goes in his Bivouac
- not an ENEMY in the world - goes along with EVERYTHING
that goes on in the Church -
will not say a WORD about taking to LAW the HAWAIIAN GROUP - no doubt figures they ASKED-FOR-IT!!! Because certainly he would NEVER take a STAND like that - NOT-FOR-ANYTHING! As one DR. ANDERSON (NATUROPATH) that used to be in this town - he "PRAYED" that he would NEVER run afoul of the LAW - and after so and so many YEARS - HE DID NOT! Of course he had to WELCH - 1,000 TIMES! - instead of taking a STAND - he BACKED DOWN - APOLOGIZED - LIED IN HIS TEETH! Just like FORD right now - wrote (or picked out what others wrote!) on the subject of "HELL TORTMENT THEORIES) and, like BRINSMEAD who also wanted to MIX with the POPULAR CHURCHES - and also said he was "AFRAID" his new found "FRIENDS" - just "MIGHT" find out what he REALLY BELIEVED about "HELL!" - so FORD now gives the BEST RUN DOWN we have ever seen in print - and we have made it our BUSINESS and our LIFE'S WORK to accumulate - all the argu- ments we could think of - and we stand AMAZED at the COM- PLATION PUT TOGETHER BY FORD - beginning to LOSE HIS GRIP ON REALITY - trying DESPERATELY to come BACK - to maintain his SANITY - after even MIXING with WALTER MARTIN in MEETINGS - Who knows? Perhaps he read our "HELL PAPER" that has gone out - perhaps 20,000 by this time - ANN DeMICHAEL PRINTED 60,000 - perhaps FORD got ahold of one and REMINDED HIM of what he SHOULD TEACH and SHOULD BELIEVE - so he gathers his material together - and gives a SUMMARY that will leave you GASPING - THAT GREAT MIND - went into GEAR - and did what STANDISH-WOULD-NOT-DO - it is "NOT" the BURDEN of HIS MAGAZINE! So FORD so far out-stepped him - that STANDISH and all his "LOVE!" for BIG HOSPITALS - and will say NOTHING against any HAWAIIAN LAWSUITS or other VITAL ISSUES that are left to DIE for want of attention. WE DARE STANDISH to use his MAGAZINE to do what FORD JUST DID - BE SURE TO OBTAIN - "LOVE UN- LIMITED" - 1989 ISSUE - KEEP THIS INVALUABLE INFORMATION ON HAND in case you write your own TRACT on the subject that ADVENTISM by and large (also the JW's) are IGNORING in favor of their " KINGDOM COME!" - they do not blare out the truth like they used to - and both BRINSMEAD and FORD - side-stepped the issue until NOW...

AND FORD SPOILS IT ALL BY FINALIZING
that the PREACHERS who preach "HELL!" and are CHRISTIANS anyway - !!! (Not Elijah's "BAAL-PRIESTS") That need their HEADS taken off - !!! NO! NO! NO! FORD is not THAT kind of a MAN! As he ENDS UP with a SIMPER -
SO WE GO ON - APPRECIATING WHAT OTHERS WROTE

on this subject - FORD got up enough BACKBONE to PRINT
what OTHERS HAVE SAID - and risked their LIVES in saying it
- he "MIGHT" even say this in PUBLIC MEETINGS - so he is one
step ahead of BRINSMEAD the "BORN ADVENTIST!!" who never
believed in "HELL!!" and by and large DO-NOT-CARE what
anyone else believes -

SUCH PEOPLE - CAUGHT IN PUBLIC TO MAKE A STAND

like FRED ALABACH at our ONTARIO, CANADA - 1987 MEET-
INGS - did not have the GUTS TO OPPOSE the JEW he brought
along with him - who had to be on TRANQUILIZERS to be able
to appear in public at all - MARTY WOLD and FRED ALABACH
brought such a CREEP to our meetings - and when I put this
TALMUDIST on the SPOT at the supper table - FRED ALABACH
did not have the GUTS to stand up for the TRUTH lest he
offend this HELL-BELIEVING TALMUDIST - JEW-THROUGH-AND-
THROUGH - bring his "HELL!!" theory right in our midst - and
this "BRAVE" FRED ALABACH would not stand up for the TRUTH
about "HELL!!" until I FORCED it out of him! Did not want to
"OFFEND" his TALMUDIST FRIEND! SO-PEOPLE-WHO-WILL-
NOT-STAND-UP-FOR-THE-TRUTH in a CRISIS - will do so in
the COMING HOLOCAUST AND CRISIS -

YOU REMEMBER ONE THING

The HELL and the HORROR that took place among the JEWS -
the FAILURE of HITLER to win over BOLSHEVIKS - the
GENOCIDE now going on in LEBANON and the SUDAN in AFRICA
- 60% of those who FLEE - DIE on the way - never make it -
this is the WORST HOLOCAUST ever seen on Earth -going on
RIGHT NOW! The NEWS MEDIA IGNORING IT - so says
CANADIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION as they EXPOSE it
in two "JOURNALS" - the MASSACRE of a people - real
genuine "GENOCIDE" and the Nations look on and do not raise
a finger...forgetting perhaps two things:
POINT #1 - Why does God allow it? Because if they want to
HANG ON to their "HELL" THEORIES and DO NOT CARE what
others believe, and HANG ON to their RELIGION - will not
CHANGE - GOD PERMITS SATAN THEIR MASTER - to work
according to his will and ADVENTISTS are destined to be NEXT
- give them a little "HELL" in SEVEN LAST PLAGUES - if they
do not stand up for the TRUTH - "NOW!!"
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POINT #2 - When God's missionaries SWARMED through AFRICA - they were COLD - IMPERSONAL - did NOT shake off their OLD SUPERSTITIONS - did not make a BREAK with the Devil and as shown in the "SHAKING!" CHAPTER - if you want some "HORROR" going up your spine - better read what is coming on ADVENTISTS who REJECT the "STRAIGHT TESTI-
MONY TO (and not "FROM!)") "TO" the LAODICEANS because they FAILED to PREACH THE TRUTH and let WILSON ramrod his POLICIES THROUGH - this AGENT of INTERNATIONAL COMMUNISM-ROMANISM--"NEW AGE" - PRAISE GOD for men who risk their LIVES as does VANCE FERRELL - all these people have ONE THING MISSING...

27 ARTICLES
(October 8, 1988)
"WEEK OF PRAYER" and RH 1988 ARTICLES - REPEATING - REPEATING - REPEATING - "STEPS TO CHRIST" that "CHARAC-
TER" - "CHRIST'S CHARACTER" stands in place of YOUR "CHARACTER" and you are accepted before God just as if you HAD-NOT-SINNED! SC 62. (STEPS TO CHRIST, p.62.)

FOR MANY A YEAR

This was thrown in my face. Try to get out of that one - "HOEHN!" O.K. TAKE IT EASY. I LIKE TO DRAW A PARALLEL - just like the preachers of the world - HAVE US OVER A BARREL - the wicked will be "TORMENTED" - "FOR EVER" and "EVERLASTING!" SO THERE! THAT PROVES IT! But does it?

You may have to wrestle with that for YEARS and YEARS and YEARS - before FINALLY you wiggle out of the straight SUPERSTITION and see that what they have - although they wrap that around their tongue so you think the Bible is FULL of it - but it is only FIVE MISUNDERSTOOD VERSES. They STRAIN at this GNAT - this FLEA of evidence - and never get it down - while they SWALLOW a CAMEL - HUMPS, HOOFS, TAIL and ALL! 1,000 BIBLE VERSES that teach the wages of SIN is DEATH! They shrug them all off as though they did not exist - we want THIS ONE....!!! WE WANT TORMENT! "IT'S IN THE BIBLE!"

ONE THING THAT SEEMS NOT TO ENTER THEIR MIND
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We can prove by the "WEIGHT OF EVIDENCE" that they do not have a leg to stand on – all the pathos of the English language – that the WICKED shall be "AS THOUGH THEY HAD NOT BEEN" - and their "PLACE" - it shall not "BE!" They only SMILE and pity you poor "UNBELIEVER!" This SCOFFING generation will be given a taste of "HELL!" - in SEVEN LAST PLAGUES - so they will KNOW what their religion WAS – as they pray for the rocks and the mountains to fall on them – to PLEASE put an END to us so we do not need to suffer any more...NO MORE "HELL" - PLEASE!

SO THE ADVENTIST

fastens himself to a LIE - and you can show him 200, yes 300 STATEMENTS that "CHARACTER" is not "GIVEN!" - CANNOT be "GIVEN!" It is the "MARK!" of a LIFETIME! They brush it all aside and hold out this ONE MISUNDERSTOOD REFERENCE from SC 62. Yes, I have the ORIGINAL BOOK - Yes, I checked it - it is the SAME as SC 62 but it is on p.68 in the ORIGINAL.

SO NOW - TAKE IT EASY -

Don't TRIUMPH just yet. After all we have to go by SENSE. Which makes SENSE? Does UNENDING TORMENT MAKE SENSE? Or does it drive MILLIONS "INSANE?" And might this question also drive MILLIONS "INSANE?" When they come to the wind-up of Earth's affairs and they find that "CHARACTER WILL NOT - CANNOT - be "GIVEN" as a "GIFT" - and to support that TRUTH - take your NEW "INDEX" and see how many HUNDREDS of REFERENCES - will you SWALLOW this CAMEL - and chew away at that little FLEA (GNAT of evidence - you want to ESCAPE the NEED of making an "EFFORT" - you want Character-Nature "GIVEN" to you on an "AWAKENING" PLATTER?) You want to AVOID all the references of spending a. "LIFETIME" - CHARACTER-BUILDING is the "WORK" of a "LIFETIME" - you want to deny that on account of OUR MINI- SCULE OF A REFERENCE that might be a STENOGRAPHER'S ERROR?

ONE THING FOR SURE

we have to reply – this has gone far enough – it is the religion of the "AWAKENING" of STANDISH – (only he and FRED (forever WRONG) WRIGHT – choose to call it "NATURE!" WEBSTER says CHARACTER is "NATURE" and "NATURE" is "CHARACTER" – and so says ELLEN WHITE.) Whatever she says
about BUILDING–FORMING–DEVELOPING a "CHARACTER" – she says the SAME about "NATURE!" but you will not find it under "NATURE:" you will find it under "MAN – NATURE OF..." let's break it down. We want to make NO MISTAKE in this matter – we DO NOT go by the "VENDENS" – not in ANYTHING!

THE HOUSE

The Father says: "SON, I am going to give you a HOUSE as a wedding present." WHAT HE MEANT WAS – you go to the LUMBER YARD – there is an OPEN ACCOUNT for you – load on what you need – LUMBER–NAILS–CEMENT–BRICKS–SHEET ROCK–PLYWOOD – even a MIRROR. Keep getting what you need even the PLANS for how to build the House – I will even help you – and I will hire the help for you – and the blower to blow the INSULATION. The CEMENT MIXER to pour the FOUNDATION – the BULLDOZER to dig it out – "WE" will build the HOUSE – this is my "GIFT" – WEDDING PRESENT. I want you to be happy. I like your Bride. She is just right for you.

SO GOD "GIVES" YOU A "CHARACTER."

GOD "GIVES" THE "TALENTS" – the POWERS of the MIND – WE–FORM–THE–CHARACTER. It is "FORMED" by HARD STERN "BATTLES" WITH "SELF." CONFLICT after CONFLICT...If you WILL not – then you CANNOT...Then set your mark HIGH, and STEP by STEP...COL 331. (Go BACK a few pages and go AHEAD a few pages – and you will get the picture.)

YOU AND BABYLON

Need to remember two things. (1) If we can present 100 statements to your ONE – that if you are HONEST you will have to ADMIT! Then your ONE statement must be EXPLAINED AWAY – our statements DO NOT need to be explained away – even though your FROOMS spent a LIFETIME doing it – it is still the LIE of the DEVIL and he will PAY for it come JUDGMENT DAY and you stand – WITHOUT EXCUSE. You did not even TRY! VENDEN would not let you – he said it only made matters "WORSE." WRIGHT would not let you – he said to TRY to BEHAVE was "A DOUBLE SIN!"

(2) If the BIBLE or the TESTIMONIES – teach BOTH WAYS – neither you nor I can accept that – we must do as THOUSANDS of others do – when the priests, rabbis and preachers get them all mixed up – CONFUSION on CONFUSION.
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- they just DITCH the whole thing. Do we want to do that? Or do we want an ANSWER? How about looking up DA 762. I have this marked BIG in my SC 62. At the moment I forget why - let's look it up...

"I AM SINLESS!"

(Feb. 29, 1988)

When we read the Divine instruction we meet HUNDREDS OF REFERENCES denouncing "SELF-IMPORTANCE" - "SELF-RIGHT-EOUSNESS" - the "GLORIFICATION OF SELF was the most im-portant thing in their lives"...then when we see and hear of one who declares himself "SAVED!" - "SINLESS!" - "HOLY!" - "COMPLETE - NOTHING WANTING!" - we see a COMPLETE IDIOT ...and we hear the braying of a JACK-ASS in the California breeze. THAT IS HOW LUTHER ADDRESSED THE KING OF ENGLAND - THAT is what gave the Reformation impetus - people listened and nodded in agreement - YES - the RELIGION of the PAPACY was the RELIGION of a "JACK-ASS." NO JACK-ASS would consign souls to HELL...and it is just such JACK-ASSES that also BRAY with the PENTECOSTS - the JIMMY SWAGGERT BRAGGARTS and the BAKKERS - cause people to TREMBLE before a TERRORIZING "GOD" - the LOWEST of all emotions - the appeal to FEAR-TERROR-HOR-ROR - and end up in the INSANE ASYLUM - requiring DRUGS to calm them down...

AND THEN THESE "KNOW-NOTHINGS" BRAY about the "LOVE" of God...of course - to them SALVATION is EASY...MOST PEOPLE WILL BE SAVED - it will NOT be as it was in the Days of Noah - only eight saved from the whole World...no, the IN-FIDEL does not believe that - he is so "LIBERAL" in his THEOLOGY - but as UNFEELING for the fate of others as is the CROCODILE...no wonder God calls it WORSHIPPING a "BEAST!!" Some prefer the IMAGE...BOTH are LEGALISTIC - they are ready to go to "LAW!!" - to FORCE their ideas on others. BY LAW...that is BAALISM...

THE RIGHTEOUSNESS OF CHRIST

There is no "RIGHTEOUSNESS OF CHRIST" if He supports a "GOD" that casts innocent souls into "HELL-TORMENT" ...there is no "RIGHTEOUSNESS" that can be found there - all we see is a MONSTER - aptly named by God as a "SERPENT" or a "RED DRAGON." A "SCORPION" CULT.
Some one should tell that to WALTER MARTIN - Churches that teach "HELL-FIRE" are CULTS. MERCILESS CULTS...how dare such a SELF-APPOINTED BAAL-PRIEST DARE TO "JUDGE" his SUPERIORS! That would not STOOP to the GUTTER LEVEL to which he has fallen from grace. In the Word of God the fate of the wicked is not EVERLASTING LIFE as their jester has it - but the WAGES of SIN is DEATH...DARKNESS...NOTHINGNESS...
"To whom is reserved the curtain of silence forever. In God's Kingdom there shall be NO MORE PAIN or SORROW or CRYING or any such thing." BELIEVE it, CLUTCH it to your HEART - and God Bless you as you do...

END OF 27 - ???

THE SUM AND SUBSTANCE of that RH "TRADEMARK NAME COMMITTEE" report in the RH ARTICLE BY...this is a "GLOATING." AH! HA! We have you where we want you! Try to wiggle out of this one! We have fooled the Church and the World with this MARVELOUS APoloGETIC - written with the best "PSYCHOLOGY" that we could muster - anyone want a job with us - ???. Show us that you could beat this MASTER-PIECE - !!! Our "TETZEL" (1884 GC 102,103. GC 127,128) our "DOCTOR ECKS" and "PAPAL BISHOPS" for the HOLY SEE in WASHINGTON, D.C. - can answer any objection with finesse and grace...to down the opposition in this hour of the predicted "IMAGE!"

ANSWER THIS ONE:

ELLEN WHITE had her back against the wall - by the SAME KIND OF PERSECUTION - the LEADERSHIP had the MEMBERSHIP on their side. In the "1888 MATERIALS" she appealed over and over again to the "PRINCIPLES" of the "LAW" - (perhaps 200 times) - and the "PRINCIPLES" of the "LAW" is shown nowhere better than in T4:57 to 59, 226 to 236, 632 to 634. In these pages look for the "LOVE" and "MERCY" required by the "LAW" - "LOVE" to God and man - becoming "COLD" - "IMPERSONAL" - and "FROZEN" - a fit description of the "ICEBERG" the little ship of TRUTH must meet in the "OMEGa" HOUR! By calling in WORLDLY and CATHOLIC "LAW" and "PRINCIPLES" they have departed from the faith and are WORSE than IN-FIDELS - this is the COLD, FROZEN ICEBERG in SM 1:204 to 208. Taken from the "SERIES B" - that they tried so DES-PERATELY to BURN in BATTLE CREEK and in LOMA LINDA - "STRANGELY MISPLACED AND LOST" but now restored to us for this "OMEGA" HOUR to now put on "FULL SPEED!" and MEET
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THIS COLD ICEBERG— all the WARM "LOVE" and "MERCY" they ever had—now "FROZEN" up and their "WINDS OF DOCTRINE" of T5:80,81—now straddling the SEA LANES as they go to HALF THE WORLD—(RED and BLACK) and "WORK" on the SABBATH and send their children to school—on the Sabbath—now gone the LAST MILE and going to "LAW"—in CHINA—RUMANIA—BULGARIA—POLAND—RUSSIA—AFRICA—BRITAIN—HAWAII—sharpened their skills for the day they are now exercising their talents and trying to "EXPLAIN" all this in this DARKEST HOUR of ADVENTISM in AMERICA.

"HE THAT LIVES BY THE SWORD—

WILL DIE BY THE SWORD."

"I WAS SHOWN THAT THIS SCRIPTURE WILL BE STRICTLY FULFILLED..." T1:270. (ONCE AGAIN—do not take it from their WARPED and DOCTRINED BOOKS—but go to THE ORIGINAL—RH 1:40. The FATE of this WARMONGERING CHURCH. See what they CUT OFF!) Selah.
AND WE ARE NOT TO HOLD "THE PAST AGAINST OUR BRETHREN!" p.43. RAVING AWAY on "THAT!" SUBJECT because "HIS IS A "LOVE!" I CANNOT KILL...AN INDESTRUCTIBLE, ALL-POWERFUL "LOVE!" UGLY and UNLOVABLE as I may be, yet "HE LOVES ME!" p.22.

THIS IS THE THEME STARTED BY WILSON in that "27 THING." The "LOVE!" of God is "UNCONDITIONAL!" p.vii,6,25,32,274,305,350,356. I WROTE IN THAT BOOK: "SOME OF THE GREATEST "BULL!" EVER GIVEN TO MAN! NO WONDER THEY GO TO THE WORLD RATHER THAN "EGW!" (See p.160.) CHECK END OF EACH SECTION! AND I WROTE: "SEE T5:209." (That has been developed in this paper.)

THIS WAS THE SPRING-BOARD FROM WHICH "ARNET MATHERS" TOOK OFF-!!! THREW HIMSELF INTO A MESMERIZED TRANCE - !!! IF THIS IS HIS PICTURE OF "GOD!" THEN HE MUST BE AS BIG A "BLITHERING IDIOT!" AS THEY ARE - !!!

LEAVING THOSE WHO COME UNDER THEIR SPELL - entirely UNPREPARED for what is COMING ON THE EARTH - !!! "THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!"...THE MOST TERRIBLE THREATENING EVER BORNE TO MAN!" EW 254. SG 1:162. "JOHN LAID THE AX AT THE ROOT OF THE TREE. HE REPROVED SIN, FEARLESS OF CONSEQUENCES, AND PREPARED THE WAY FOR THE LAMB OF GOD...JOHN CAME in the Spirit and Power of ELIJAH...I was pointed down to the LAST DAYS,
and saw that JOHN was to REPRESENT THOSE who would go forth in the SPIRIT and POWER of ELIJAH, to HERALD THE "DAY OF WRATH!" AND THE SECOND ADVENT OF JESUS. (Not "YAHWEH!" - "JESUS!") SG 1:30-1. "God will RESTRAIN!" HIS "ANGER!" BUT LITTLE LONGER. HIS "ANGER!" BURNS against this NATION, and especially against the RELIGIOUS BODIES!...GOD'S "ANGER!" WILL NOT CEASE until He has caused this LAND of LIGHT to drink the DREGS of the "CUP OF FURY!" and until He has rewarded unto BABYLON "DOUBLE!"...DOUBLE unto her DOUBLE according to her "WORKS!" in the CUP which she has filled - fill unto her "DOUBLE!"..."THE SEVEN LAST PLAGUES!"...THEN THE "WRATH!" OF GOD WILL BE APPEASED!" SG 1:191-3.

"THE PLAGUES WERE FALLING...

SOME WERE DENOUNCING GOD, and "CURSING!" HIM! OTHERS RUSHED to "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" and BEGGED to be TAUGHT how they should ESCAPE the "JUDGMENTS!" OF GOD. But the "SAINTS!" had NOTHING FOR THEM! (WE ARE NOT TO HOLD THE PAST AGAINST OUR "BRETHREN?" HOW STUPID CAN YOU GET - ???)...the "SAINTS!" had "NOTHING!" for them. The LAST TEAR for sinners had been shed, the LAST AGONIZING PRAYER offered, the LAST BURDEN HAD BEEN (PAST TENSE!) HAD BEEN BORNE. The SWEET VOICE OF "MERCY!" WAS NO MORE TO INVITE THEM! THE LAST NOTE OF WARNING had been given. WHEN the "SAINTS!" and ALL HEAVEN were interested for THEIR SALVATION, they had NO INTEREST for THEMSELVES! LIFE and DEATH had been set before them. MANY DESIRED "LIFE!" but did not make "ANY EFFORT!" TO OBTAIN IT!...and "NOW!" there was "NO ATONING BLOOD!" to CLEANSE THE SINNER!" SG 1"193-203.

"LAYMEN MINISTRY NEWS" - SUMMER 1992 -

"JEFF REICH" - "TY GIBSON" - "ARNET MATHERS" - "JIM HOERLER" - "HIS IS A "LOVE!" I CANNOT KILL - ???"..."UN-CONDITIONAL!" - "CHRIST IS NOT ASHAMED OF US!" (DID THEY GET THIS FROM TM 15 - ??? THAT SR. WHITE NEVER SAW - NEVER WROTE - NO MATTER HOW "DEFECTIVE AS IT MAY BE - ???" DID YOU TURN THE PAGE - TM 16 - ??? IT STILL DOES NOT MATTER - ???) YOU HOLD MEETINGS TO AIR THAT STUFF? YOU ARE NOT AFRAID OF THE "JUDGMENTS OF GOD?" AND NOW YOU WAKE UP TO "THERE IS NO ATONING BLOOD!" AND YOUR FACES GATHER "BLACKNESS!"

EW 16. WTF 15.
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"THERE IS NO ATONING BLOOD..."

NO COMPASSIONATE "SAVIOR!" TO PLEAD FOR THEM, AND CRY, SPARE, SPARE THE SINNER A LITTLE LONGER! ALL HEAVEN had "UNITED!" with JESUS as they heard the FEARFUL WORDS, "IT IS DONE!" "IT IS FINISHED!" THE PLAN OF SALVATION HAD BEEN ACCOMPLISHED. BUT "FEW!" HAD CHOSEN TO ACCEPT THE PLAN! And as "MERCY'S SWEET VOICE DIED AWAY!" a FEARFULNESS and HORROR SEIZED THEM! WITH TERRIBLE DISTINCTNESS THEY HEAR, "TOO LATE! TOO LATE!"

"THOSE WHO HAD NOT PRIZED GOD'S WORD"

were hurrying TO and FRO. They WANDERED from SEA to SEA, and from the NORTH to the EAST, to seek the "WORD OF THE LORD!" SAID THE ANGEL, THEY-SHALL-NOT-FIND-IT!...THE PEOPLE TURNED UPON THEIR MINISTERS WITH ("LOVE UNLIMITED-CEASELESS-UNCONDITIONAL?" HOW CRAZY CAN YOU GET?)

"THE PEOPLE TURNED UPON THE MINISTERS"

WITH BITTER "HATE!"..."YOU HAVE NOT WARNED US!" YOU TOLD US "ALL!" THE WORLD WAS TO BE CONVERTED, and cried "PEACE!" "PEACE!" to quiet every FEAR that was AROUSED. You have NOT told us of THIS HOUR, and those who "WARNED!" us of it "YOU!" said were "FANATICS!" and "EVIL MEN!" who would "RUIN US!" But the MINISTERS, I SAW, did NOT ESCAPE "THE WRATH OF GOD!" THEIR SUFFERING was TEN-FOLD GREATER than their PEOPLE'S!" (GOOD!) SG 1:199 to 201. (THIS IS ONE OF THE "ORIGINAL" BOOKS UNTAMPERED WITH - READ IT WITH CONFIDENCE! NOW CONTINUE READING AS YOU REALIZE WE NOW FACE "THE TIME OF JACOB'S TROUBLE!" DARE THE "LOVE CULT!" "MOCK!" and "DERIDE!" - NOW - ??? SG 1:203. "SO I SAW that "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" who had "WARNED THE WORLD!" of HIS "COMING WRATH!" would be "DELIVERED!"...They raised the SWORD to KILL US! but it BROKE, and fell as POWERLESS as a STRAW!" SG 1:203-4.

AND THEN THAT BEAUTIFUL CHAPTER - "DELIVERANCE OF THE SAINTS!"

SG 1:205 TO 208.
AND THEN - ???. "THE EARTH DESOLATED!"
"THE FALSE SHEPHERDS WERE SIGNAL OBJECTS
OF JEHOVAH'S "WRATH!" SG 1:211.
"PEACE AND SAFETY!" DUMB DOGS
THAT WOULD NOT BARK!" "ALL PERISH
TOGETHER!" T5:211. (GOOD RIDDANCE!)

WE CAN ACCEPT ANY GENUINE REFERENCE THEY THROW AT US -
BUT NOT IF THEY OFFER A "PATCHWORK QUILT!"

FOR LAODICEA TO GO TO SLEEP UNDER.

LET US LOOK AT "TIME!" What we have been FIGHTING for 55
YEARS! The "TIME!" for the "CRISIS!" for the "JUDGMENT OF
THE LIVING!" is the "SUNDAY LAW!" Well, NO ONE can answer
THAT QUESTION without knowing something about the "CRISIS
HOUR!" Is THAT the "SUNDAY LAW?" For the SHALLOW it
might SOUND like it - but IS IT - ???. What if they are
WRONG - ???. What if their PROBATION is "OVER!" BEFORE
THE "SUNDAY LAW!" NO "SUNDAY LAW!" IN SIGHT and AD-
VENTIST "PROBATION" is OVER! This "CRISIS" is "SUDDEN!
and "UNEXPECTED!" They have been "EXPECTING" the "SUN-
DAY LAW!" for 100 YEARS! What is "UNEXPECTED" about
"THAT!" "UNLOOKED FOR!" COL 413 (421).
"FACE TO FACE WITH DEATH!" COL 412 (421)

"There will come a CRISIS!" in EVERY ONE of our INSTITUTIONS!" T5:479. NOWHERE is there ANY INTIMATION that you will WAKE UP some MORNING and have a "GENDARME!" tugging at your LEG! The "SUNDAY LAW!" and the "MARK OF THE BEAST!" is PROGRESSIVE! IN FACT the "SEALING!" takes SEVEN YEARS! "IT is COURT WEEK with us...!" 1884 GC 315. Instead of BOWLING us over in a "SUDDEN CRISIS!" It comes SILENTLY - UNNOTICED as the MIDNIGHT THIEF!" GC 491 (315). "...the INHABITANTS of the EARTH - WILL-KNOW-IT-NOT!" GC 615. So the ADVENTISTS can come up with their "WAYMARK ARK THEORIES!" Their "SUDDEN!" "SUNDAY LAWS!" It will still come - "SILENTLY - UNNOTICED!" They will KNOW IT NOT!

SO WHAT IS THIS "SUDDEN" UNLOOKED FOR CRISIS!

that brings the soul - "FACE TO FACE WITH DEATH!" And affects "EVERY ONE of our INSTITUTIONS!" It does not say "EVERY ONE IN!" THOSE INSTITUTIONS! PERHAPS only ONE or TWO - CHARGED WITH "TREASON!" ON ACCOUNT OF A NUCLEAR MEGATON DEVICE WIPING OUT A CITY SOMEWHERE ON EARTH - and BLAMING SOME "ADVENTIST" WHO MASTERMINDED IT. It may even be TRUE! And that would THROW THE WORLD IN "RED ALERT! against all "ADVENTISTS!" Because it is written that MANY will be LOCKED UP in "PRISON CELLS!" "LEFT TO DIE!" We are told there are MANY THINGS that we will NOT KNOW - until it HAPPENS! And we are THROWN INTO CONFUSION!

OUR POLICY -

LET IT BE KNOWN "WORLDWIDE!" THAT WE DO NOT ENCOURAGE INSURRECTION - REVOLUTION! ESPECIALLY THE BLACKS - keep a LOW PROFILE! Do not MIX - and do not be seen to MIX - with QUESTIONABLE CHARACTERS - for when the TIME COMES - you will be THROWN in the "LOCK-UP!" at a MOMENT'S NOTICE! WATCH who you ASSOCIATE WITH! SEE that you have FRIENDS who will VOUCH for YOU! That you ARE a "CHRISTIAN!" MY SOLDIERS DO NOT FIGHT!!

THAT IS WHY WE HATE URIAH SMITH -

for putting into GC 448-9 "FORCE!" "SUNDAY MUST BE FORCED!" - SIX OR SEVEN TIMES! where the ORIGINAL GC 281-2 had it only "ONCE!" and in what CONTEXT - ???? When the MESSAGE goes to the WORLD!
WARNING MESSAGES

We have today some VERY QUEER "WARNING!" MESSAGES. What do we mean? We have two things very DEAR and NEAR to the HEART of every one on this EARTH. No GENDER, no COLOR matters.

WHAT IS IT - ???

How do you relate yourself to SEX? How do you relate yourself to RELIGION? You will find you are very much ALONE--!! It DOES come down to an "INDIVIDUAL" matter: No matter how many claim SALVATION is a "COMMUNITY!" affair. What does that mean? It means when you finally face the "JUDGE!" (Or the "COURT!") you will find EACH MEMBER of that COM-MUNE GROUP - ORGANIZATION - PARTY - must face the COURT "ALONE!" That PRIEST - RABBI - LEADER - PREACHER - GURU - who had so much to say about you "JOINING!" his "ORGANIZATION!" to be "SAVED!" will be NOWHERE'S-TO-BE- FOUND to MEDIATE YOUR CASE come "JUDGMENT DAY!" You are "ON-YOUR-OWN!" Are we your "DEADLY ENEMIES!" if we tell you:

"We should INDIVIDUALLY seek to obtain NEW VICTORY EVERY DAY! (THE "DAILY!") "THERE IS NO OTHER "DAILY!"
We must learn to stand ALONE...The SOONER we learn this - the BETTER!" EW 105,210. "I saw that some would have to walk the straight path - ALONE. Their COMPANIONS and CHILDREN will not walk the SELF-DENYING PATHWAY WITH THEM...BUT NEVER YIELD THE TRUTH to please ANY ONE! Be DECIDED, be FIXED, be ESTABLISHED, be NOT of a DOUBTFUL MIND. But if your COMPANIONS and CHILDREN will not come... They should have your PITY, for this world is all the "HEAVEN!" they will have...GOD RAISES UP "OTHERS!" who come up and fill their PLACES and take their CROWNS!" SG 2:206-8.

THE THOUGHT HERE IS:

NO MATTER IF YOU FAILED IN THE PAST - AND EVEN IF YOUR FAMILY FAILED BECAUSE OF YOU - and now that you want to FORGET THE PAST - and God has called you to REFORM - but
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your FAMILY LIKES IT the way you LED - does that really MAT-
TER-??? Would you HELP them by going along with THEM and
the OLD LIFE-??? GOD IS ABLE TO RAISE UP OF THESE
STONES a "NATION!" that:

"KEEP THE COMMANDMENTS OF GOD, AND THE FAITH OF
JESUS!" (Not "YAHWEH!") "THE FAITH OF JESUS!" AND
"THIS!" MESSAGE IS THE "LAST!" TO BE GIVEN BEFORE THE
COMING OF THE LORD!" GC 454. APOSTATE CHURCH LEAD-
ERS WILL BEAT THEIR TOM-TOMS for a "ONE-IDEA!" MONO-
MANIASM as being "THE LAST MESSAGE!" and ride a HOBBY-
HORSE to DEATH! Why could not the "LAST MESSAGE!" be
COMPLEX - not point to a FINGER and call it "THE HAND!"
"LOVE!" may be "THE LAST MESSAGE!" but "...they speak of
their "LOVE" for God. But God does not recognize their
"LOVE!" for it is a DELUSION of the ENEMY!" EV. 597.

"LOVE NOT...!!!"

"LOVE NOT...!!!" is also "THE LAST MESSAGE!" "LOVE NOT the
World, neither the things that are IN the World." 1 JOHN 2:15.
"Ye ADULTERERS and ADULTERESSES, know ye not that the
FRIENDSHIP of the World is "ENMITY!" with GOD-???. Whoso-
ever therefore WILL BE a "FRIEND!" of the World - IS-THE-
ENEMY-OF-GOD!" JAMES 4:4.

NO - !!!

NO-!!! This message will NOT be POPULAR with the PRESIDENT
of YOUR CONFERENCE - he and his MINIONS will HATE it with
"UNCONDITIONAL HATRED!" and do ALL in their POWER to DE-
OUNCER IT!

ALL YOUR CHURCH LEADERS SEEM TO KNOW -
IS "LOVE!" and "UNITY!"

But a HARLOT and the WHORES of "FOLLYWOOD!" have the
SAME PHILOSOPHY - they SING it - they DANCE it - they
PRACTICE it - and over 75% end up "SUICIDES!" THEY-DID-
NOT-FIND-IT-!!!

IN OUR QUEST FOR "LOVE!" - "GOD IS LOVE-!!!"

WHAT TOOK SATAN BY "OVERWHELMING SURPRISE!" He
found WITHOUT GOD AND HIS COMMANDMENTS - there is "NO
LOVE!" He found what was NOT in Heaven - and this the Uni-
VERSE has to LEARN. And this, ALSO, is "THE LAST MESS-
AGE!"
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"THE CONTEST IS BETWEEN "THE COMMANDMENTS OF GOD!"

AND "THE COMMANDMENTS OF MEN!" T5:81.

"IN THE "LAST!" SOLEMN WORK - FEW "GREAT MEN!" WILL BE ENGAGED...HE CANNOT USE THEM-!!!" T5:80.

WHY NOT - ???

BECAUSE they are beating their TOM-TOMS for "LOVE!" and "UNITY!" They seem to know NOTHING ELSE - !!! That is in no way compatible with "COME APART AND BE YE SEPARATE!"

But they will FIGHT that to the DEATH-!!!

THIS, ALSO IS "THE LAST MESSAGE!"

"...THE LORD CHOSE "OTHERS!"...AND THEN THESE LEADERS, in the BLINDNESS of their MINDS, give full sway to what is SUPPOSED TO BE "RIGHTEOUS INDIGNATION!" against the ones who had SET ASIDE "CHERISHED FABLES!"

"CHERISHED FABLES!"

WE ARE GOING TO GIVE "THE LOUD CRY!" in the LAST "ADVENTIST REVIEWS!" and the "COLIN STANDISH!" and "JOHN GROSBOUL!" PUBLICATIONS (EVEN "FORD!") have all with one accord picked up the SAME JUNGLE BEAT in "LOWER ADVENTOSIA!"

"WE ARE ON OUR WAY TO GIVE "THE LOUD CRY!"
"OF THIS THERE ISN'T ANY DOUBT-!!!"
"WE'LL GIVE IT WITH ONE UNITED SHOUT!"
"THE MULTITUDES WILL COME FROM COASTS AFARI!"
"THEY'LL COME JUST AS THEY ARE!"
"BY PLANE, BY JET, BY TRUCK AND EVEN BY CAR!"

YOU DENY THIS AND "THE POPULAR MINISTRY, like the PHARISEES of Old, FILLED WITH ANGER as their "AUTHORITY!" is QUESTIONED, will DENOUNCE the "MESSAGE!" as of SATAN, and stir up the SIN-LOVING MULTITUDES! (YES! THEY WON THE "MULTITUDES!" BUT WHAT KIND-??? ) to REVILE and PERSECUTE those who proclaim it..."THE CHURCH!" appeals to the STRONG ARM of CIVIL POWER, and in this work..." GC 607.

"PAPISTS are SOLICITED (BY ADVENTIST SOLICITORS!)" to
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"Pleasure-lovers may have their names upon the church records... "From such turn away!" 1884 GC 295. "Those of this class who are apt and intelligent will serve as decoys... many will not fear their influence!" because they profess the same faith!" 1884 GC 339.

"Who's got the truth - ????"

A 272-page book by "Martin Weber" who lines up Morris Venden - George Knight - Jack Sequeira - Ralph Larson - Graham Maxwell. "Five different Adventist gospels" and Mark Weber is the supreme and final "authority!" to show who is right and who is wrong.

"Calvary Connection" POB 339, Columbia, MD 21045.
U.S. $11.95 each plus $3.00 shipping anywhere.

Knew he was crazy...

Before Ann obtained this book for me by what he wrote in "ministry!" that suited Folkenberg and WM. Johnsson so well they had to get him to write for them in the "review!" Thus building up his ego and arrogance. All you have to do is read the last chapter to know: (a) where he is coming from. (b) what captivated the 1960 "Australian awakening." "David Koresh!" all adventism shot through with babylonish lore - kinship - lesbians - abortions -

Is it by "Bible alone - ???"

The last chapter (If you are awake!) lets the cat out of the bag - !!!! "unconditional hatred!" for Ellen White! (SM 1:48. SM 2:78.) leads to "the journal of biblical literature" Greer M. Taylor - Henry Campbell Black - "Black's Law Dictionary" - thus "Martin Weber" and a dishonorable multitude of adventist theologians take off as they give us "Babylonish lore!"

This is a "GO YEE OUT TO MEET HIM!" production.
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NO FORCE NEEDED TO GIVE ADVENTISTS "THE MARK OF THE BEAST!!" Of course we do not expect the ROSENVOLDS or the STANDISHES to UNDERSTAND THAT in 1,000 YEARS! It comes SILENTLY without any "SABER-RATTLING!"

I WONDER IF WE UNDERSTAND THE IMPLICATIONS HERE - ???

If we have anything to do - to GET READY for the "SEALING!" Such as "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" "SEPARATE!" from the PREVAILING INIQUITY - and we are LULLED TO SLEEP by the STANDISH-ROSENVOLD FALSE TIME-PROPHETS that tell us we can "WAIT ABOUT THE SANCTUARY!" until the "SUNDAY LAW" is a "SIGN!" for the "SEALING TO BEGIN!" And the DOOR OF PROBATION is SLAMMED "SHUT!" BEFORE the "SUNDAY LAW!" "THE CRISIS...will be "UNPREPARED THEN!" to take the RIGHT SIDE. Their IDEAS will be CONFUSED so that THEY CANNOT DISCERN between the DIVINE and the SATANIC!" T5:479. "THE GREAT CRISIS is just before us...EVERY FAITHFUL ONE WILL SURELY BE "GATHERED!"...from the FOUR WINDS, from one end of Heaven to the other." Matthew 24:31...NO LONGER REMAIN in LETHARGY and "STUPID INDIFFERENCE!"...IF YOU NEGLECT or treat with INDIFFERENCE the WARNING...JESUS WILL HAVE PASSED BY, NEVER AGAIN to come within reach of your PRAYERS and ENTREATIES...!" T6:404-5. "WHEN A CRI-SIS finally comes...their "CONFESSIONS!" are TOO LATE and are NOT of the RIGHT KIND...!" T3:271. "...HE PASSES BY the men to whom WE-HAVE-LOOKED...have CONFIDENCE in the "LEADING MEN!" and accept the decisions "THEY!"...MANY WILL REJECT the very messages GOD SENDS TO HIS PEOPLE, if these LEADING BRETHREN do not accept them ...EVEN IF "ALL!" OUR LEADING MEN should refuse LIGHT and TRUTH, that DOOR (To PHILADELPHIA! Rev. 3:8-10) will still remain OPEN. THE LORD WILL RAISE UP MEN WHO WILL GIVE THE PEOPLE THE "MESSAGE!" FOR THIS "TIME!"...THANK GOD that a Work is being done OUTSIDE of the Church!!!...Is the PRESIDENT of the GENERAL CONFERENCE to be the "GOD!" of this people?...When the Lord shall work upon human hearts and human intellects - PRINCIPLES and PRACTICES DIFFERENT FROM THIS will be set before the people! "CEASE YE FROM MAN!" TM 107, 126, 375-6.

WHILE THE STANDISH-ROSENVOLD CRIMINAL ELEMENT -
TRY TO HOLD THEM IN "THE HOLY CITY!!" - HOLD THEM WHERE THEY ARE until the "SEALING!" is PAST! "AND THEY LEFT
WITHOUT A SHELTER FROM THE BURNING WRATH OF GOD IN THE "SEVEN LAST PLAGUES!" EW 44. GOD'S MESSAGE IS IN THE ORIGINAL 1884 GC 38 - "FLEE!" for your LIFE! "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!!" While they go by the "BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER!" (YOUR GC 37) the "WORLD!" is to "FLEE!" (WHERE TO - ??? INTO THAT "CHURCH" - ????) GUILTY OF THE BLOOD OF MILLIONS - !!!

"THE ANGEL IS TO PLACE A MARK UPON THE FOREHEAD OF ALL WHO ARE "SEPARATED"...

"OUR (NOT SO) FIRM FOUNDATION!"

"LLOYD and LEOLA ROSENVOLD" - "...SEDUCING SPIRITS AND "DOCTRINES OF DEVILS"...BEING SET FORTH to "TRY!" to es-
establish "SEPARATIONIST" IDEAS!" p.28.

ONLY "TRY??? "SEPARATIONIST" IDEAS WERE NOT EXTENT IN THE DAYS OF NOAH - LOT - ABRAHAM - CHRIST - THE DARK AGES - Is "SEPARATION!" SOMETHING NEW - should be classified as SINISTER - EVIL - when God has ALWAYS RE-
QUERED IT - !!!

IT IS TIME TO SPEAK FRANKLY - IF WE CAN PROVE (And we can prove it hands down!) that to ELEVATE the LAODICEAN PHARISEE ADVENTIST - the one who did this is a "CRIMINAL!" - the ONES who AGREE with it are NO LESS "CRIMINAL!" and the ones who PAY THEM TO CON-
TINUE - are the MOST CRIMINAL OF ALL - !!! Well, perhaps not. I think we should give that PRIZE to the ones who ADD to the LIES by UNABASHEDLY RECOILING THE SERPENT - the "GENERATION OF VIPERS!"

ELLEN WHITE PLED AND PLED AND BEGGED AND BEGGED - THE LEADERSHIP (DRUNKEN "URIAH SMITH" - E.W.NASH on FRONT PAGE - RH Feb. 19, 1976) the same as got on her knees before them - for YEARS and YEARS and YEARS!

BUT SHE PREDICTED - NO SUCH "MOLLY-CODDLING"

will take place in the END MESSAGE - that it will be "...a still MORE POINTED TESTIMONY than was borne by JOHN THE-
BAPTIST" T1:321.
Now we have to understand WHAT WAS JOHN-THE-BAPTIST'S MESSAGE to the CHURCH LEADERS - ??? Even when they came to UNITE with him, or rather to be able to say JOHN THE BAPTIST "APPROVED!" their MESSAGE! But, no! No MOLLY-CODDLING like "THAT!" At least it does not sound like that to US. It MIGHT to the STANDISH-ROSENVOLD CONFEDERACY - but NOT to us. How does this SOUND to YOU - ??? "O GENERATION OF VIPERS!"...and those who speak SMOOTH THINGS (There is NOTHING "SMOOTHER!" than the TWADDLE of "LLOYD and LEOLA ROSENVOLD" for DECADES and DECADES of SUBTERFUGE!) "...and those who speak "SMOOTH THINGS!" GOD WILL NOT ACKNOWLEDGE as His SHEPHERDS. A FEARFUL WOE is upon "THEM!" T1:321,262. T2:552.

THEIR "DUMB" MESSAGE - STANDISH MAGAZINE Vol. 7, No. 9

(1) "SEPARATION IDEAS!" are "FANTASTIC!"
(2) Are "DELUSIONS of the ENEMY!" Are "SEDUCING SPIRITS" and "DOCTRINES of DEVILS!" p.28.
(3) They perhaps forgot that "DOCTRINES of DEVILS!" are from "OUR PULPITS!" and that the STANDISHES and the ROSENVOLDS will try to get us to UNITE with "MANY!" of them! TM 409.
(4) They EVEN HAVE THE NERVE to quote that OLD LAODICEAN CHESTNUT: "The "TIME!" is not far distant when the "TEST!" will come to EVERY SOUL. The "MARK of THE BEAST!" WILL BE URGED UPON US. In this "TIME!" the "GOLD!" will be SEPARATED "FROM!" the DROSS in the Church!" p.29. (TAKEN FROM T5:81.)

SO IF THE "GOLD!" IS "SEPARATED FROM!" THE "DROSS!" THAT MEANS (TO THE ROSENVOLD DICTIONARY!) THAT THEY HAVE BEEN SHOVELING into the trough and FOOLED the entire ORGANIZATION that if the "GOLD!" is SEPARATING "FROM!" the DROSS "IN THE CHURCH!" that means the "GOLD!" REMAINS! YES! ANYTHING to maintain their MENTAL GYMNASICS. GOLD SEPARATED "FROM!" MEANS GOLD "REMAINS!" One sure WONDERS what sleight-of-hand TRICK they will come up with NEXT!

PERHAPS TO "COME OUT! FROM AMONG THEM, AND BE YE SEPARATE!" 2 Cor. 6:17

MEANS TO STAY RIGHT THERE - !!!
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And do not BUDGE even if they employ "MASS HYPNOTISM!" The ULTIMATE of SORCERY! Perhaps that also would be but a cheap "FALSE MESSAGE!" that will "COME TO NAUGHT!" p.29.

WE HEARD THAT CHEAP ARGUMENT LONG ENOUGH

TO FIND THEIR "...FLIMSY WORK will come to "NAUGHT!" BC 1:1084. "...walking in the SPARKS of your own KINDLING...they "shall lie down in SORROW!"...Your PLANS...will come to "NAUGHT!" "THE YOUTH'S INSTRUCTOR" 124. March 23, 1893.

"THE SAME WORK THAT HAS BEEN DONE IN THE PAST -

will be carried forward UNDER THE GUISE of "THE GENERAL CONFERENCE ASSOCIATION!"...Will there be any "VOICE!" that God's people can regard as a "VOICE!" they can "RESPECT?"

There certainly is NOTHING NOW that bears the DIVINE CREDENTIALS!"...SOM in RESPONSIBLE POSITIONS go on "FROWARDLY!" in the way of their own hearts...THE OPINIONS OF MEN...CLEAVE TO THEM like the LEPEROUS...the SPIRITUAL LEPROSY in BATTLE CREEK...Who can now feel SURE that they are SAFE in respecting the "VOICE!" of the GENERAL CONFERENCE ASSOCIATION?...RESPECT THEIR DECISIONS? I answer, "NO! NOT FOR A MOMENT!" MAGEN AND SPAULDING, p.35.

"...it is REPEATED o'er and o'er and o'er again, that it is "THE VOICE OF!"...But when we see MESSAGE after MESSAGE that God has given has been "ACCEPTED!" - BUT-NO-CHANCE!

Just the SAME as it was BEFORE, THEN it is evident that NEW BLOOD must be brought into the "REGULAR LINES!" The "LEADERS" of the "REGULAR LINES!" - they must have AN ENTIRE "CHANGE!" - an ENTIRE "NEW ORGANIZATION!"...we are just about the same thing as "DEAD MEN"! And it is TIME that we should ARISE and SHINE!...and until this shall come we might just as well CLOSE UP THE CONFERENCE today as any other day!...HERE ARE OUR ENEMIES! HERE ARE THESE SATANIC AGENCIES...yet EVERY CONFERENCE has woven after the SAME PATTERN. It is the VERY SAME LOOM that carries it, and "FINALLY!" why, it will come to "NAUGHT!" MAGEN and SPAULDING p. 163-4. "KINGLY POWER!" APRIL at the "GENERAL CONFERENCE of 1901."

GOD SAYS: "NO LONGER CONSENT TO LISTEN, WITHOUT PROTEST - to the PERVERSIONS OF TRUTH! UNMASK the PRETENTIOUS SOPHISTRIES!" SM 1:196. B2:15. - 37 -
THE ROSENVOLDS SAY:  NEVER give up LISTENING to the PERVERSIONS of TRUTH! KEEP ON LISTENING and you will be "SEALED!" Your REWARD is CERTAIN!

Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ

I REALLY DO BELIEVE - THEIR "REWARD!" - IS CERTAIN!

Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ

"THE ANGEL is to place a "MARK!" upon the FOREHEAD of "ALL!" who are SEPARATED FROM SIN and SINNERS, and the DESTROYING ANGEL will FOLLOW - to SLAY UTTERLY both OLD and YOUNG!"

Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ

NEED WE SAY MORE - ???

-----------------------------

"PRICE" READ TO ME FOR ABOUT AN HOUR -
LIKE SO MANY "REFORMERS!" - paid NO ATTENTION to whether I was listening or not! I was SQUIRMING - trying to THINK of ANYTHING ELSE! Finally he looked up and said: "What do you think of it?" I replied: "Do you REALLY want to know?" He said: "Of course I want to know EXACTLY what you think!" I said: "I would take these WRITINGS and THROW them in the STOVE!"

-----------------------------

ONE THING ABOUT "PRICE" THAT I DID NOT SEE -
in any other "REFORMERS!" Most of them at that time - were THICK-SKINNED - would FOREVER BOTHER you and BOTHER you. PRICE would NEVER bring it up again. That is to say - if you ANSWERED him: I was allocated by the CONFERENCE to work in THAT DISTRICT. Practically NO BELIEVERS - predominantly PENTECOSTAL - "I AM SAVED!" HOLY-ROLLERS. I could NEVER understand how an ADVENTIST - once he knew the TRUTH about "HELL!" could ever go BACK to HELL-TORMENT THEORIES or MIX with the HOLY-ROLLERS - as BALLINGER DID! At that time I knew NOTHING about "HOLY PLACE!" and "MOST HOLY PLACE!" and "SANCTUARY TRUTHS!" But one thing I did "KNOW!" I knew the TRUTH about "HELL!" So I would ask these "BALLINGER" people -
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what do you think the Bible teaches about "HELL!" I was ASTOUNDED out of my boots - when one after the other would answer almost by ROTE! They would hang their head as though they were really PONDERING the QUESTION (I believe they were!) and then would look up and DECLARE: "I would have to say the Bible teaches BOTH WAYS!"

THAT DID IT! I WAS NO AUTHORITY ON "SANCTUARY!"

But I had a chip on my shoulder when it came to the subject of "HELL!" If that GREAT MIND did not KNOW or APPRECIATE THE TRUTH about "HELL!" - I wanted to hear NO MORE about "HOLY PLACE!" or "MOST HOLY PLACE!" I wanted to hear NO-THING! from that "GREAT MIND!" NOTHING! EVER AGAIN! He lived in a DIFFERENT UNIVERSE than I did. "For the WRATH of God is revealed from Heaven against all UNGODLINESS and UNRIGHTEOUSNESS of men, who hold the truth in UNRIGHTEOUSNESS...THEY ARE WITHOUT EXCUSE. Because that, when they KNEW GOD, they glorified Him NOT AS GOD, neither were THANKFUL; but became VAIN in their IMAGINATIONS, and their FOOLISH HEART WAS DARKENED. PROFESSING themselves to be "WISE!" they became FOOLS, and CHANGED the GLORY of the UNCORRUPTIBLE GOD into an IMAGE ("AN IMAGE OF THE BEAST!") into an IMAGE made like to CORRUPTIBLE MAN, and to BIRDS, and FOURFOOTED BEASTS, and CREEPING THINGS... WHEREFORE God also gave them up to UNCLEANNESS (SWAGGART!) through the LUSTS of their own hearts, to DISHONOR their own BODIES between themselves. WHO CHANGED THE TRUTH OF GOD INTO A LIE, and worshipped and served the CREATURE (ALLIGATOR-SCORPION!) the CREATURE MORE THAN THE CREATOR, who is blessed for ever. Amen. "FOR THIS CAUSE God gave them up unto VILE AFFECTIONS... BURNED in their LUST one toward another...Who, knowing the JUDGMENT of God, that they which commit such things are WORTHY OF DEATH! Not only DO the same, but have PLEASURE in them that do them!" (ROMANS 18 to end of chapter.) "For as many as have SINNED WITHOUT LAW shall also PERISH WITHOUT LAW!" Romans 2:12. (READ 13.) (ALSO 14.)

FROOM - NICHOLS - FORD

(AND A FEW OTHERS) - LIKE CANRIGHT - were MENTAL GIANTS - could OUT-DEBATE anyone else under the table. They could BUFFALO the WHOLE DENOMINATION. Just like "KORAH, DATHAN and ABIRAM!"
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There was ONLY ONE WAY that the WORD OF GOD could survive - by the GROUND OPENING UP! And if you are AWAKE - you know that HISTORY is to be REPEATED! SOP 1:300, 306. DO YOU KNOW WHAT THIS MEANS - ??? Some of you SMUG people think you have us on the RUN - because you have the WHOLE DENOMINATION EATING OUT OF YOUR HAND - you are on the "WINNING TEAM!" Look DOWN on us like we are some kind of ODD-BALLS that amount to "NOTHING!" We are well aware of that - so we see you PROUD AND HAUGHTY "ELITE!" going to your POPULAR "CHURCH" with a PREACHER whose MAIN CONCERN is to be WELL-THOUGHT-OF! (And YOU ALSO!) So neither one of you is about to "FIND FAULT!" with ANYTHING YOUR "FROOMS!" cook up on their back-burners. They BULL their way through by BLUFF - CALCULATED BLUFF! SO DOES FORD.

BEFORE FORD WAS BORN! (???)

But a GLEAM in his Father's eye (?) HOEHN had to deal with "THE BALLenger BUNCH!" We are not about ready to fall for their GUFF! We WITHSTOOD THEM THEN - we WITHSTAND them NOW!

C.L.PRICE and BALLenger

C.L.PRICE'S HOME was like an ISLAND - a haven of SAFETY in ENEMY TERRITORY. I enjoyed the HOURS we spent on the "EVOLUTIONISTS" DILEMMA. The SPOT on a COW'S BACK that cannot be reached by the SWISH of the TAIL or by the COW'S TONGUE - that is the "SPOT" the EVOLUTIONISTS find themselves from time to time. This is the SPOT the "BALLenger BUNCH" also get into in trying to DENY the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" - the question we raise: "IS IT THE "SOP" OR IS IT THE "URIAH SMITH" TRANSLATION?" As long as the "WHITE-WASH" ESTATE is not going to ACKNOWLEDGE that the BOOKS have been CHANGED - they CAN never refute - they "COULD NEVER" refute BALLenger! Nor FORD. If we are trying to PRETEND there is NO DIFFERENCE in the BOOKS - FORD will have a FIELD DAY - !!! WE MUST PROVE THE BOOKS HAVE BEEN CHANGED! VANCE FERRELL is no better equipped than is FORD - to PROVE THAT POINT!

WE CAUGHT ON TO THIS ALMOST BY ACCIDENT

WONDERING WHY THE "ORIGINAL 1884 "GREAT CONTROVERSY" had p.258-267 (Only 10 pages!) on the subject of "THE SANCTUARY!" And the "URIAH SMITH" TRANSLATION was p.409-422 (14 pages plus about 25% more TYPE per page.)
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I SAW WHAT URIAH SMITH HAD DONE! Why the 1959–1960 self-confessed "AWAKENING!" came to AMERICA jangling away about "HOLY PLACE! HOLY PLACE! HOLY PLACE!" What all was OBTAINED in the "FIRST APARTMENT!" when the Lord was NOT TALKING ABOUT "FIRST APARTMENT!" after 1844 – but this was an opportunity for URIAH SMITH to show his GREAT WISDOM about the SANCTUARY SERVICE so he JANGLED AWAY about "HOLY PLACE! HOLY PLACE! HOLY PLACE!" And it would be NATURAL to come to SUPPOSE that "SINS" could NOT be "FORGIVEN!" except in the "FIRST APARTMENT!" (OR, BETTER YET – way OUT in the "OUTER COURT!") NO WONDER the AWAKENING was ALL CONFUSED! So I made a call for anyone else to CHECK UP IF I WAS RIGHT OR NOT – the PROPHET DID NOT SPEAK OF "HOLY PLACE!" in the ORIGINAL BOOK! Am I right or am I WRONG?

"BUD" SHUSTER OF "FAIR EASTERN" AMERICA (PENNSYLVANIA) REPLIED! No, the ORIGINAL 1884 does not DEAL WITH "FIRST APARTMENT!" – that is "URIAH SMITH" the ADVENTIST "PLAGIARIST" and "FALSE PROPHET!"

HOW MANY OTHER PLACES ARE WE LED ASTRAY – ???

To make the BOOKS READ – the way they "SHOULD READ!" And that is what BALLINGER and FORD were BAWLING all over the place about – !!! That an "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT" would cause them to DOUBT if they were "SAVED!" ("How I LOVE to proclaim it!") METHINKS–HE–KNOWS–TOO–MUCH–!!!

PRICE PRICKED UP THE BUG-A-BOO –

that if "CHRIST" was IN the "FIRST APARTMENT" of the SANCTUARY – would that not be "THE MOST HOLY PLACE?" Is there any place "MORE HOLY" than where God is – ??? As a young man' (21) I could see NO DIFFICULTY WHATSOEVER! I didn’t hardly think it necessary to reply. But since he kept bringing it up – I finally said: "WHY DO YOU KEEP THE SABBATH?" "Is not God with you EVERY DAY?" "Yes." "If He were not with you for ten minutes you would be DEAD – ???) "Yes." "So if God is with you EVERY DAY – why do you keep the SABBATH?" "Is not one DAY as "HOLY" as another? What is SPECIAL about the SABBATH – is God not with us EVERY DAY? THE SABBATH is SPECIAL because it was set aside for a SPECIAL PURPOSE. It is MORE "HOLY" because God CALLED IT SO!"
YOU KNOW - THAT SEEMED TO SATISFY HIM -

He NEVER brought up the subject again. Then why does God need an "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT?" He knows WHO are SAVED? (OR AS FORD PUT IT - merely a 60 or 70 year ECHO of BALLengerism! Does GOD need to go through the BOOKS to know who is SAVED? Doesn't He know EVERY HAIR you have on your head? SNEER - SNEER - SNEER!) THIS PROVES HOW MICROSCOPICAL GOD IS IN HIS PLAN OF SALVATION!!! He does not FORCE Himself on the UNIVERSE. He is a God of DECENCY and ORDER. (A) THE REBELLION OF LUCIFER put this world in DISPUTE. In fact - the WHOLE UNIVERSE. This world is a THEATRE - a STAGE on which SALVATION IS ENACTED. (B) A COURT IS CHOSEN, even a SUPREME COURT - you have the RIGHT to have your case heard. IN FRONT OF WITNESSES! What kind of a GOD do you worship? One who comes in the midst of the ASSEMBLY and THROWS down a LIST OF NAMES on the table and says: "HERE! These are the people that are SAVED!"

IS THAT WHAT YOU FORDITES AND BRINSMEDIA

ARE LOOKING FOR - YOU HAVE NO SENSE OF JUSTICE - ???

Look how CAREFULLY GOD HAS BEEN TO CHOOSE THE ELECT!

You know how FAR this is going to go - ??? SO THAT EVERY KNEE IS GOING TO BOW (EVEN SATAN!) and CONFESS THAT GOD IS RIGHT - !!! THAT THEY ARE WORTHY (BETTER OFF DEAD!) It may take 1,000 years ROAMING to and fro on the face of the Earth with NO ONE TO TEMPT but THEMSELVES! This PLANET will be a LUNATIC ASYLUM! Drive them STARK STARING MAD! They will "SEEK DEATH!" but "DEATH WILL FLEE FROM THEM!" They CANNOT DIE! They CANNOT COMMIT SUICIDE! They are FORCED to stomach their own COMPANY!

AFTER 1,000 YEARS OF THAT - then "REVIVING!" them again and 100 YEARS of frenzied activity to develop the GREATEST ARMY and DEVASTATING WEAPONRY the UNIVERSE HAS EVER SEEN! ISA. 65:20. GC 664. 1884 GC 478-9. They will have to have HUGE TOBACCO FARMS (ARMY MEN will not do without their "CHURCHILL CIGARS!" and BROTHEL HOUSES!) HUGE PIG FARMS - DANCE HALLS - SAUSAGE FACTORIES - NO CONDOMS NEEDED - there will be NO BIRTHS - NO ABOR

TIONS NEEDED - "FREE AT LAST!" FIGHTING and BRAWLING over FEMALES will be taken care of by the ADVENTIST "HOSPITAL SYSTEM" where they will sew back on that CUT-OFF EAR - NOT-ONE-WILL-DIE! They will ALL wheel up to take the CITY - GC 664 - the CONSUMMATION of their HOPES - TAKE THE CITY - !!!
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WITH NERVOUS FINGERS ON THE TRIGGERS -

AS THEY APPROACH THE CITY - WONDER after WONDER meets them - NEVER have they seen such GLORY! Coming right up to the TRANSPARENT WALLS - RECOGNIZING each other through the WALLS - so that's the one he has in tow now - and his former wife is over there with the other neighbor! EMOTIONAL SHOCK after EMOTIONAL SHOCK will be felt on BOTH SIDES - and the GREATEST SHOCK OF ALL - will be the WICKED - AMAZED as the SAINTS TAKE OFF and FLY TO THE TOP OF THE WALLS - EW 53,293-4. They cannot FLY - they are EARTH-BOUND! SHOCK after SHOCK ENGULFS them as the HORROR penetrates their VIOLATED CONSCIOUSNESS - that they can NEVER CONQUER - they are DOOMED! As the REALIZATION PENETRATES their CASE-HARDENED MENTALITY - and they take that CIGAR out for a moment, and reach for that BOTTLE in their back pocket - looking over the PANO-RAMIC VIEW - SEEING THE radiance of the SAINTS looking down on them from the WALLS ABOVE - THE SICKENING REALIZATION HITS THEM MORE THAN EVER - their cause is HOPELESS - their NERVELESS FINGERS drop from the TRIGGER - and they cast about for whom to BLAME! THEN THE SCENE of GC 668-9. EW 293-5. THE HORROR - the TERROR - the HOPELESSNESS - penetrates THE DEVIL HIMSELF and he BOWS (with MIKE CLUTE BESIDE HIM) and CONFESSES - he and the UNIVERSE would be BETTER OFF without him! GC 669.

I AM NOT GOING TO QUOTE THIS -

you listened - many of you were "CHARMED!" - "DELIGHTED!" when the "AWAKENING" JESTERS promised you SALVATION with "NO EFFORT!" That was merely an EXTENSION of what FROOM PROMISED you as he "EDITED!" (WROTE!) "CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS" so DANIELS could SIGN HIS NAME to it! "NO EFFORT!" "NO WORKS!" COR 20. (And you never SAW THAT - ???) And now the REAL AUTHOR of that "BOWS and CONFESSES!" - "NO EFFORT" - "DO-NOTHING!" is the road he took - and now he realizes his FAILURE - all stemming from "NO EFFORT!" (YOU WERE WARNED IN T1:180-1,187.) Now SATAN and BRINSMEAD are not quite so READY to "CURSE WORKS!" or give a "RAILING ACCUSATION!" against the "RICKETY" LAW! EW 66,69. Now the WICKED HORDSES see some SENSE - to "LAW!" and "ORDER!" SATAN - fighting against "LAW!" in Heaven - now when he is IN CHARGE of the WICKED HORDSES for 100 YEARS. (ISA. 65:20.) 
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He will find he CANNOT-DO-WITHOUT-LAW! and without GOD there is no "LOVE!" for "GOD IS LOVE!" and without God there is NONE! When all this OVERWELMS SATAN - he BOWS and CONFESSES and this is WHY GOD HAS GONE INTO ALL THIS ELABORATE PROCESS AND PROGRAM to satisfy the entire UNIVERSE that we cannot do without "GOD!" and "LAW!". Now does FORD and BALLenger KNOW why there must be an "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT?"

PRICE ACCEPTED THAT MESSAGE BACK IN ALBERTA - CANADA

And a few other things that BOTHERED him were taken care of - he was not NEAR as STUBBORN as some who read these lines - HE CAME BACK TO THE CHURCH! No, FORD is not aware of this.

AND THEN WHAT HAPPENED - ???

He came a few days BEFORE "CAMP-MEETING." Did what he could to help set up the TENTS, stayed AFTER "CAMP-MEETING" for several days to take down the TENTS - and if you know ANYTHING about "ADVENTISTS!" you know how they treated him - like "URIAH SMITH" and his ROTTEN WIFE and their ROTTEN KIDS - treated "BROTHER BELL!" and put him in his GRAVE! So they treated "BROTHER PRICE!" - like ONLY the "ADVENTISTS!" know how to treat them - LIKE DIRT! NEVER FORGIVE! NEVER FORGET! NEVER GIVE IN! - He had committed the "UNPARDONABLE SIN!"

AT THE SAME TIME I WENT IN THE MIDST

of another group of the "BALLenger BUNCH" and did the same. DEALING WITH "HOLY!" and "MOST HOLY!" PLACE - "SCAPEGOAT!" (SIN BEARER!) - the Holy Spirit gave me ARGUMENTS that convinced some of THEM to go BACK to the Church! ONE WAS THE BEST "BIBLE TEACHER" I EVER HEARD! AFTER ABOUT A YEAR of INSULTS and "PUT-DOWNS!" - he sadly stood up in Church and said: "We have TRIED to get along for over a year - but we see we are NOT WANTED! So we are LEAVING YOU!" You know - some of those SELF-RIGHTEOUS UNFORGIVING "PHARISEES!" will come up AFTER the 1,000 YEARS and ALSO take part in SATAN'S FINAL BATTLE to take the CITY! 2,000 to 2,500 "ADVENTISTS!" entered the "GULF WAR" to get $9,000.00 EACH. And what with their HELLISH "DRUGS!" and BLOODY "ABORTIONS!" The modern day "HOLOCAUST!"
No wonder they are called a "BLOODY CITY!" "WOE TO THE BLOODY CITY!" (And what did they do in "OPERATION WHITE-COAT" and "AIDS?") And "COOPERATION" in EVERY "WAR!" that comes along - so they can RELEASE other men to send them into the FRONT LINES! BUILD THEIR MISSION "HOSPITALS!" wherever the WAR-MONGERS decide to start the NEXT WAR! And YOU paid for it in "MISSION OFFERINGS!" (13th SABBATH SCHOOL") and know it not. You have a "GOOD NAME!" to PROTECT?

"THOU HAST A NAME! THAT THOU LIVEST!

AND ART "DEAD!" Rev. 3:1. "And ye shall leave your "NAME!" for a "CURSE!" unto my chosen: for the Lord God shall SLAY thee, and call HIS "SERVANTS!" by "ANOTHER NAME!" Isa. 65:15. "We will NOT be SAVED as a SECT, no denominational "NAME!" has any virtue to bring us into favor with God!" RH Feb. 10, 1891. "There is NOTHING MORE DANGEROUS to a professing Christian than to have merely "A NAME!" SERIES B7:28. T5:278,579. T1:287. SG 4:78. T2:193. T5:172. "It is a MISERABLE DELUSION to have (MERELY) a "NAME!" B7:29. T1:133,152,406. AA 107. T5:278.

BRINSMEAD SET FORTH IN HIS 1959 BOOK SOME OF THE GREATEST HERESIES

HOW DO YOU LIKE THIS: "...and although we may SPURN and RESIST the great LOVER, still He will SURROUND us with His LOVE AS LONG AS WE HAVE LIFE...Our ATTITUDE toward Him DOES NOT CHANGE HIS LOVE TOWARDS US. (This is the SAME kind of JUNK being THROWN at us TODAY! WITH THE WORLD they want a "CRAZY GOD!"). "NOTHING is so DERO-GATORY of God's CHARACTER as the IDEA that the Lord loves those who serve Him, and is INDIFFERENT to those who SIN AGAINST HIM. The HEART of our Heavenly Father yearns with the longing of INFINITE LOVE for EVERY LOST CHILD!" p.5. (Does He love the DEVIL ALSO - ???)

Those who have been OVERWHELMED and OVERCOME with "LOVE-SLOBBER!" need to read all through the PSALMS and MARK every time they run into the WORD "HATE!!! To get that SUPERSTITION OUT of their system. ESPECIALLY since this "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!" is: "...THE MOST TERRIBLE THREATENING EVER BORNE TO MAN!" EW 254. GC 449. SR 383.  - 45 -
"BLESSED is the man that walketh NOT in the COUNSEL of the UNGODLY, nor STANDETH in the way of SINNERS, nor SITTETH in the SEAT of the SCORNFUL!" Psalms 1:1. (MOTHER THERESA WOULD NOT SIT WITH THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES AND HER HUSBAND. THE MURDERING "ABORTIONISTS!") "...THOU HATEST all workers of INIQUITY...the LORD will ABHOR the BLOODY and DECEITFUL MAN...DESTROY thou them, O God!" Psalms 5:5, 6, 10. "GOD IS ANGRY with the WICKED EVERY DAY. If he turn not, He will WHET HIS SWORD!" Psalms 7:11, 12. "The Lord shall CUT OFF all FLATTERING LIPS, and the TONGUE that speaketh PROUD THINGS." Psalms 12:3. "I have NOT SAT with VAIN PERSONS, neither will I go in with DISSEMBLERS. I have HATED the CONGREGATION of EVIL-DOERS; and will not sit with the WICKED!" Psalms 26:4, 5. "BLESSED is the man that...RESPECTETH NOT THE PROUD, nor such as turn aside to LIES!" Psalms 40:4. RH 5:341, 323. ST 1:316. CWE 96. B2:10. (And 100 more!) ("WE RESPECT BOTH SIDES--???"). "Let them be ASHAMED and CONFOUNDED TOGETHER!" Psalms 40:14; 44:7.

PUBLIC RELATIONS - ???

"MAN that is in HONOR, and UNDERSTANDETH NOT, is LIKE THE BEASTS THAT PERISH!" Psalms 49:20. "BREAK their TEETH, O GOD, in their MOUTH...The RIGHTEOUS shall REJOICE when he seeth the VENGEANCE: he will wash his feet in the BLOOD OF THE WICKED!" Psalms 58:6, 10.

READ REVELATION 18: while the WICKED are CRYING and stepping on their UNDERLIP - THE SAINTS:

"REJOICE over her, thou HEAVEN, and ye HOLY APOSTLES, for GOD hath AVENGED you on HER!" Rev. 18:20.

ADVENTISM:

"HE LOVES THEM AS LONG AS LIFE SHALL LAST!"
"UNCONDITIONAL LOVE!" "CEASELESS LOVE!"
(ENOUGH TO MAKE A HORSE "VOMIT!")
THIS PAPER - PUBLICATION NO. 702 - "THE '27' THING!"
is a COMPILATION put together over a period of YEARS--!!! Itwas SET ASIDE when we ran into the "SHOOT-OUT!" and"BURN-OUT!" of the "BRANCH DAVIDIANS" - who went WACKYto "WACO, TEXAS!"

Some of this paper was actually begun Feb. 4, 1989. But theSUBJECT NEVER CHANGES - it is even MORE IMPORTANT TO-TADAY as we see the CONSEQUENCES of "BELIEVING A LIE!"GOD DOES NOT CARE--!!! IS NOT HIS "LOVE!" - "UNGOD-NATIONAL - 2??"

WE WILL NOT APOLOGIZE TO NO ONE-

When we say THAT IS AN "INSANE!" god - worshipped by "IN-SANE PEOPLE!" In view of the "WRATH!" of God soon to be"POURED OUT WITHOUT MIXTURE OF MERCY--!!!" only really"CRAZY!" people would try to put the two together--!!! Like the"HELL-TORMENT CULT!" - like the CRAZY "SWAGGERTS!" and"BAKKERS!" trying to give us "THE LOVE OF GOD!" ALLI-GATOR-TYPE. SCORPIONS.

"For the WRATH of God is revealed from Heaven against all UNGODLINESS and UNRIGHTEOUSNESS of men, who hold the TRUTH in UNRIGHTEOUSNESS; Because that which may be KNOWN of God is MANIFEST...so that they are WITHOUT EX-CUSE.

"BECAUSE that, when they KNEW GOD, they glorified Him NOT as GOD, neither were THANKFUL; but became VAIN in their IMAGINATIONS, and their FOOLISH HEART WAS DARK-ENED. PROFESSING themselves to be WISE, they became FOOLS;

"AND CHANGED THE GLORY of the UNCORRUPTIBLE GOD into an IMAGE made like to CORRUPTIBLE MAN, and to (UN-CLEAN) BIRDS, and FOURFOOTED BEASTS, and to CHESSING THINGS...

(YOU DID NOT KNOW THIS WAS IN THE BIBLE - DID YOU-???)
(DID YOU EVER HEAR A MINISTER PREACH THIS FROM ANY PULPIT-???)
(IF NOT - WHY NOT - ??? DO THEY NOT WANT TO DEFEND THE NATURE AND CHARACTER OF GOD-???)
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"WHEREFORE GOD also gave THEM up to UNCLEANNESS through the LUSTS of their own HEARTS, to DISHONOR their own BODIES between themselves: WHO CHANGED THE TRUTH OF GOD INTO A LIE and worshipped and served the CREATURE more than the CREATOR..."

"FOR THIS CAUSE GOD gave them up unto VILE AFFECTIONS: for even their WOMEN did CHANGE THE NATURAL USE into that which is AGAINST NATURE: And likewise also the MEN, leaving the NATURAL USE of the WOMAN, BURNED in their LUST ONE TOWARD ANOTHER; MEN with MEN working that which is UNSEEMLY... (And they say there is NOTHING AGAINST IT IN THE BIBLE?)"

"And even as they did not like to retain GOD (NOT THE REAL GOD - THE REAL GOD IS NOT THE "HELL-TORMENT" god) "And even as they did not like to retain (THE REAL) GOD in their KNOWLEDGE, GOD-GAVE-THEM-OVER to a REPROBATE MIND: to do those things which are not convenient, BEING FILLED WITH ALL UNRIGHTEOUSNESS...!!!" ROMANS 1:18 to 29.

(AND THEN THE FRIGHTFUL LIST YOU SEE:

ROMANS 1:30 to 32. Then the next CHAPTER!)

Since the PREACHERS OF BABYLON are so FREE to give any dog "JUSTIFICATION!" How does this SOUND: ("FOR NOT THE HEARERS OF THE LAW ARE JUST BEFORE GOD, but the "DOERS!" of the "LAW!" shall be "JUSTIFIED!" ROMANS 2:13.) \STRANGE - !!! \HOW THE "HELL-PRIESTS!" MISS THAT ONE-!!!

(I THOUGHT "ROMANS!" WAS THE ONLY BOOK IN THE BIBLE! \STRANGE HOW THEY CAN PICK AND CHOOSE LIKE THE UNELECT BIRDS OF THE "APOCALYPSE!"

And do ADVENTISTS have any REASON to spend YEARS learning from these "PHILISTINES-???

And bring that STUFF BACK and PREACH it in YOUR "CHURCH??"
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LET'S GO TO OUR NOTES OF 1994

"When TREES without FRUIT are "CUT DOWN!" as CUMBERERS of the GROUND, when MULTITUDES of FALSE BRETHREN are distinguished from the TRUE, then "THE HIDDEN ONES!" will be revealed to view, and with "HOSANNAS!" range under the BANNER of Christ. Those who have been TIMID and SELF-DISTRUSTFUL...!!!" T5:81.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - APRIL 7, 1994

REVIEWING everything that is taking place in CHURCH and what we still call "REFORM!" But they "REFORM!" about "NOTHING!" What we consider "MAJOR ISSUES!" - the only DIFFERENCE between "THEM!" is the DIFFERENCE there was between "PHARISEES!" and "SADDUCEES!" But they will BOTH UNITE in the FINAL CRUNCH!

"THE SEALING" to "THE LOUD CRY"

PUBLICATION #682- March 7, 1992. PINK/ROSE COVER (for some reason the printer did not use a pink cover for all copies) with a "RED DRAGON!" WHERE we XEROXED 17 PAGES out of my own BOOKS and the way I had them MARKED! (I should XEROX a page or two more often. VERY IMPRESSIVE!) After all, we feel - NOTHING is more important than EVENTS IN-THEIR-ORDER!

ESPECIALLY as it deals with the "FINAL SCENES!" WHAT IS IMPORTANT-???. And what is of no more value than "STUBBLE FULLY DRY!" In EW 78 to 83 we have "MRS. WHITE'S DREAMS!" and "WILLIAM MILLER'S DREAM!" and there you find ALL KINDS OF "TRUTHS!" (JEWS!) -- "SCATTERED!" by a "CROWD-SPECTATORS!" who "SCATTERED! SPURIOUS-COUNTERFEIT JEWELS - FALSE COINS; AMONG THE GENUINE!" Also "RUBBISH-DIRT-SHAVINGS-SAND!" (YOU FIND "SAND!" ALSO IN THE "REFORMATION!" from "BAD TO WORSE!" in SM 1:205.) Of course it's in the BIBLE also. "THE MAN!" who built his "HOUSE!" on the "SAND!" and that is the SENSE here: "...they would place their DEPENDENCE on HUMAN POWER - which without GOD - is WORTHLESS! Their FOUNDATION would be built on the "SAND!" - and STORM and TEMPEST would SWEEP AWAY the STRUCTURE! WHO-HAS-AUTHORITY-TO-"BEGIN!" such a "MOVEMENT-??"...these SOPHISTRIES...must be "MET!"..."AN ICEBERG!" "MEET IT!" SM 1:205.
WELL, THERE - WE HAVE OUR WORK CUT OUT FOR US - !!!

WHAT IS THE "SAND!" - the "ICEBERG!" - the "SHIP!" - the "STORM!" - the "SOPHISTRIES!" Which should we tackle FIRST-???. The "ICEBERG!" is in a way "EASY!" and "NOT SO EASY!" It is "COLD!" - "IMPERSPECTIVAL!" driven about by "WINDS!" but somehow plants itself RIGHT-IN-THE-MIDDLE-OF-THE-SEAWAYS in the MIDNIGHT HOUR! "EVERY WIND OF DOCTRINE WILL BE BLOWING! Those who have rendered SUPREME HOMAGE to "SCIENCE FALSELY SO-CALLED!" will—not-be-the-LEADERS."THEY!"...IN THE LAST SOLEMN WORK FEW "GREAT MEN!" will be ENGAGED...HE-CANNOT-USE-THEM...IN THE "SHAKING-TESTING-TIME!" T5:80.

YOU CANNOT EVER UNDERSTAND A WORD:

of T5:81 until you read T5:80. NOW HERE IS WHERE I SHOULD XEROX THESE TWO PAGES. (MAYBE I WILL!) [See pages 51 & 52 of this publication.] Once you start asking the MULTITUDES OF FALSE "BRETHREN!" their OPINION - you are SUNK! Didn't GOD give you an UNDERSTANDING of your OWN - ???. What do you expect "THEM!" to give you-???. URIAH SMITH "TRADITION!" that makes the Word of God of "NONE-EFFECT!" That they call "TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM!" - "HISTORICAL ADVENTISM!" Leaves you FLOUNDERING in a SEA of "MUD!" We need no more of "THAT!" GET YOUR EYES OPEN-!!! DRY THE "MUD!" and you will find you built "ON THE SAND-!!!" SM 1:205.

BUILDING ON THE "SAND!" - WHAT IS SAND - ???

"...those who CLAIM that their "FAITH ALONE!" will SAVE them, are trusting to a rope of "SAND!" - for "FAITH!" is STRENGTHENED and made PERFECT by "WORKS!" only!" SOP 3:331. "TATTERED SHREDS of HUMAN RESOURCES will be found to be only as "ROPES OF SAND!" in the great Day of God:" BC 6:1069. ST March 7, 1895. "A mere "PROFESSION!" (FAITH ALONE!) is "WORTHLESS!" BC 7:951. "When the "SHAKING!" comes, by the introduction of FALSE THEORIES, these SURFACE READERS, ANCHORED NOWHERE (The MHP is the "ANCHOR!" EW 256. SG 1:166. EV. 362.: SM 2:58,104. COR 36. CH 38. SG 4:90.) ANCHORED NOWHERE, are like "SHIFTING SAND!" They SLIDE into ANY POSITION to suit the tenor of their FEELINGS of BITTERNESS!...We may have LESS to say in some lines, in regard to the "ROMAN POWER!" and the "PAPACY!" TM 112.
few great men
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EW. 285, 239, 245.
to view. There are precious ones now hidden who have not bowed the knee to Baal. They have not had the light which has been shining in a concentrated blaze upon you. But it may be under a rough and uninviting exterior the pure brightness of a genuine Christian character will be revealed.

In the daytime we look toward heaven but do not see the stars. They are there, fixed in the firmament, but the eye cannot distinguish them. In the night we behold their genuine luster.

The time is not far distant when the test will come to every soul. The mark of the beast will be urged upon us. Those who have step by step yielded to worldly demands and conformed to worldly customs will not find it a hard matter to yield to the powers that be, rather than subject themselves to derision, insult, threatened imprisonment, and death. The contest is between the commandments of God and the commandments of men. In this time the gold will be separated from the dross in the church. True godliness will be clearly distinguished from the appearance and tinsel of it. Many a star that we have admired for its brilliancy will then go out in darkness. Chaos like a cloud will be borne away on the wind even from places where we see only floors of rich wheat. All who assume the ornaments of the sanctuary, but are not clothed with Christ's righteousness, will appear in the shame of their own nakedness.

When trees without fruit are cut down asumberers of the ground, when multitudes of false brethren are distinguished from the true, then the hidden ones will be revealed to view, and with hosannas range under the banner of Christ. Those who have been timid and self-trustful will declare themselves openly for Christ and His truth. The most weak and hesitating in the church will be as David—willing to do and dare. The deeper the night for God's people, the more brilliant the stars. Satan will sorely harass the faithful.
"IF WE ARE TRULY FIXED upon the PRESENT TRUTH, and have our HOPE, like an "ANCHOR!" of the Soul, fast "WITHIN!" the SECOND VEIL, the VARIOUS "WINDS!" of "FALSE DOCTRINE!" and "ERROR!" CANNOT MOVE US. The "EXCITEMENTS!" and "FALSE REFORMATIONS!" do not move us, for we KNOW!" that the MASTER of the HOUSE rose up in 1844, and SHUT THE DOOR of the FIRST APARTMENT of the HEAVENLY TABERNACLE and NOW we certainly EXPECT that they will "GO WITH THEIR FLOCKS (And with their "HERDS!") HOSEA 6, 7, PT 45...to seek the Lord; but they SHALL NOT FIND HIM; He hath WITHDRAWN Himself (WITHIN THE SECOND VEIL) from them." The Lord has shown me that the POWER which is with "THEM!" is mere HUMAN INFLUENCE, and NOT the "POWER OF GOD!... SAW THAT our MESSAGE was NOT to the SHEPHERDS (RODS) who have led the FLOCK ASTRAY, but to the poor, hungry, SCATTERED SHEEP!" IN HOPE, E.G.WHITE. "THE PRESENT TRUTH" SERIES p.64. OSWEGO, N.Y. MARCH 1850. (No. 7.) (READ THIS AGAIN—!!!)

THOSE WHO FIDDLE AROUND - LIKE URIAH SMITH -

GREAT SWELLING WORDS OF VANITY as to what all "THE OUTER COURT!" and "THE FIRST APARTMENT!" represent - do NOT believe all that is PAST—!!! Since (As the above REFERENCE TESTIFIED!) that He went in "WITHIN THE SECOND VEIL" in 1844 - all their GREAT "KNOWLEDGE!" is so much "WIND—!!!" THAT APPLIES TO 1960 BRINSEMAID-WRIGHT-HUDSON-RUE and 1994 GROTHEER and BILL PARKS who are trying to REVIVE that PAST—!!!

WE CAN GIVE YOU A FLOCK OF REFERENCES - THAT THE WORSHIP "OUTSIDE!" THE "MOST HOLY PLACE!!" IS LETTING GO THE "ANCHOR!" THAT WOULD KEEP US FROM THE "MANY DELUSIONS OF SATAN!" But it seems "SUPERFLUOUS!"

"They have not GOD, they have not the HOPE which reaches to that "WITHIN! THE VEIL!" which is as an "ANCHOR!" to the Soul both SURE and STEADFAST!! "COUNSEL ON HEALTH!!" (CH 632.)

SOME OF THESE ALSO - go to GREAT LENGTHS TO EXTOL THE "LOVE OF GOD!" IT IS "UNENDING!" UNLIMITED! UNCONDITIONAL!! UNCEASING!! "But GOD does not RECOGNIZE their "LOVE!" for it is a "DELLUSION OF THE ENEMY - VI!!" EV. 597.
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ANN'S NOTES - "LOVE UNCONDITIONAL?"

"Men cannot discern the SENTINEL ANGELS restraining the FOUR WINDS that they should not BLOW until the Servants of God are "SEALED," but when GOD shall bid HIS ANGELS loose the WINDS, there will be such a scene of STRIFE AS NO PEN CAN PICTURE!"

"TO THOSE WHO ARE "INDIFFERENT!" at this TIME - CHRIST'S WARNING IS..."I WILL SPEW THEE OUT OF MY MOUTH." REV. 3:16. THE FIGURE OF SPEWING OUT OF HIS MOUTH MEANS... What does it mean - ADVENTIST-??? - FOLKENBERG - "THE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION-!!!" JOHNSON - "I AM SAVED-UP."

"THE FIGURE OF SPEWING OUT OF HIS MOUTH MEANS that He CANNOT offer up your PRAYERS or your EXPRESSIONS OF "LOVE!" TO GOD. He CANNOT endorse your TEACHING of HIS WORD or your spiritual WORK in ANYWISE. HE CANNOT...AND HE CANNOT...AND HE CANNOT-!!!" T6:408. SM 1:385. MB 37.

"...AND HE CANNOT USE THEM-!!!" T5:80,189. T7:99. T9:26. "SATAN IS WILLING that every TRANSGRESSOR of GOD'S LAW shall CLAIM to be "HOLY!" This is what He himself is doing. He is satisfied when men rest their "FAITH!" on SPURIOUS DOCTRINES and RELIGIOUS ENTHUSIASM: for he can use such persons to good purpose in DECEIVING SOULS. There are many PROFESSED "SANCTIFIED!" ones who are aiding SATAN in his work. They talk much of "FEELING!"; they speak of their "LOVE!" for God. But GOD does not recognize their "LOVE!" for it is a DELUSION of the ENEMY! GOD has given these persons "LIGHT!" but they have REFUSED to accept it. With the FATHER of LIES, they will receive the REWARD of DISOBEDIENCE..."BEWARE of FALSE PROPHETS, which come to you in "SHEEP'S CLOTHING!" but INWARDLY they are RAVENING WOLVES!" RH 4:193. June 26, 1900. "HE CANNOT USE THEM!"

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - APRIL 9, 1994

The PHONE was "RINGING-OFF-THE-HOOK!" today. APPARENTLY there is "BREAK-UP!" in the ranks of the "INDEPENDENT MINISTRIES!" I do not know why there SHOULD BE-!!! SOME YEARS BACK - JOHN OSBORNE pulled the DIRTIEST TRICK on all the people in the CHURCH. He gave some LECTURES in LOMA LINDA - right in the OFFICIAL CHURCH.
WONDERFUL! WONDERFUL! SERMONS - we smelled a RAT! IN- NO-WAY would they allow SUCH TALK right in the Church!!! This must be SOME "TRICK!" This CANNOT BE FOR REAL-!!! THEY FOLLOWED THAT BY GIVING HIM THE ENTIRE MAILING LIST OF CHURCH MEMBERS & "DISSIDENTS!" Some had a THOUSAND $'s OR TWO THOUSAND $'S - PUT AWAY AND DID NOT KNOW WHERE TO PUT IT-!!! But here was the "LONG-LOOKED-FOR!" - "REFORMATION!!" So the MILLIONS POURED IN - !!!

AND THEN WHAT - ??? DID HE FOLLOW THROUGH - ???
HE TOOK ALL THAT MONEY - MILLIONS - !!! And POURED it in the LAP-OF-THE-CHURCH-!!! AS WE HEARD IT - they let him "RETIRED!" He did his STINT - and they let him keep ONE CHURCH and ???? $'s. THAT WENT VERY THOROUGHLY THROUGH THE GRAPEVINE-!!! BUT WHAT DID NOT GO THROUGH THE GRAPEVINE would be that he would/might TRY THAT STUNT AGAIN-!!!

ON A BIGGER SCALE THAN YOU WOULD WANT TO BELIEVE-!!! LET "JOHN J. GROSBOULL" THINK HE IS ORGANIZING IT-!!! MAKE IT APPEAR HE HAS OUT-MANEUVERED and OUT-MANIPU- LATED the "ADVENTISTS!" All so very EXCITING and DRAMA- TIC-!!! THE MONEY WILL POUR IN-!!! AND THEN DECLARE AN "UNEXPECTED!" (MANIPULATED!) "EMERGENCY!" and POUR THE MONEY AGAIN-!!! Into the CHURCH'S LAP and also the "WORLDWIDE RADIO STATION-!!!" All the STUPID MEMBERSHIP CAN DO is WATCH PROCEEDINGS IN STUNNED SILENCE-!!! THE "STANDISH CONSORTIUM!" will take a LICKING "WORLDWIDE!" You placed "FAITH!" in (THE UNHOLY TRIO) (KD&A) WILSON-FOLKENBERG-JOHNSON-???
SERVES YOU RIGHT - !!!

OR LET IT BE JOHN J. GROSBOULL - JOHN OSBORNE - LES BALSINGER - MIKE BAUGHER - BILL CATELLI - RALPH LARSON - JAN MARCUSSEN - JIM MARTIN - FLOYD MATULA - TERRY ROSS - CAREY ROWLANDSON - KENNY SHELTON - MIKE THOMPSON - BOB TRETZ - WALTER TSCHOEPE - DANNY VIERRA - BOB VunKANNON - (SOME OF WHOM ARE "PASTORS!" and "ELDERS!" YET-!!!) (SOME OF WHOM ARE "BRAYING IN THE CALIFORNIA BREEZE!" AT THIS VERY MOMENT IN A "SLUG-OUT BATTLE!" ONE AGAINST THE OTHER!) SO WE HAVE BEEN NOTIFIED-!!! JUST HOURS AGO!
WE USED TO SAY "THE MOST IMPORTANT PAGE OF ALL THE "TESTIMONIES!" IS GC 464 (296) BUT PERHAPS NOW WE SHOULD SAY "EW 69!"

"PREPARATION FOR THE END!"

SEPTEMBER 7, 1850 (144 YEARS AGO SHE HAD THEM PIN-POINTED-!!!)...IN THE BATTLE IN THE DAY OF THE LORD! I WAS POINTED TO THOSE WHO "CLAIM!" TO BE "ADVENTISTS!"...AND SAW THAT THEY WERE CRUMBLING AND THAT THE HAND OF THE LORD WAS IN THEIR MIDST TO "DIVIDE!" AND "SCATTER!" THEM NOW IN "THE GATHERING TIME!" SO THAT THE PRECIOUS "JEWELS!" AMONG THEM! WHO HAD FORMERLY BEEN DECEIVED, MAY HAVE THEIR EYES OPENED TO SEE THEIR TRUE STATE! AND NOW! WHEN "THE TRUTH!" IS PRESENTED TO THEM BY THE LORD'S "MESSENGERS!" THEY ARE (1) PREPARED TO LISTEN! (2) AND SEE ITS BEAUTY AND HARMONY! (3) AND TO LEAVE THEIR FORMER ASSOCIATES AND ERRORS! (4) EMBRACE THE PRECIOUS TRUTH! (5) AND STAND WHERE THEY CAN DEFINE (MAKE KNOWN!) THEIR POSITION—!!! EW 69.

AND THEN YOU KNOW WHAT WILL HAPPEN—???

THEY WILL "SLANDER!" YOU AND "ATTACK YOUR CHARACTERS!" THEY ARE EXPERTS AT THAT—!!! DO NOT LOOK FOR ANYTHING ELSE—!!! YOU ARE WARNED! WILL YOU LISTEN—???

IF OUR INFORMATION IS CORRECT - WHAT A LET-DOWN THIS IS GOING TO BE—!!! JUST AS THEY ARE SAILING ALONG IN SEEMING "VICTORY!" THEY AWAKE TO FIND A "JUDAS!" IN THEIR MIDST—!!! TO SELL THEM OUT FOR "30 PIECES OF SILVER!" and we might add - take off and "RETIRE!" to some distant "ISLAND!" where he will be "ASSASSINATED!" WHY NOT—??? THE END TO ANOTHER BIT OF "RUBBISH!" (The IRS is investigating DAVID MOULD.)

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - APRIL 10, 1994

THE INFORMATION that we heard about - the BREAK-UP in the ranks of the "GANGL OF 40!" that is a "REFORMATION FROM BAD TO WORSE!"

LEFT OUT of EW 45 but found in the FIRST THING that SR. WHITE WROTE in the "PRESENT TRUTH" SERIES p.22.
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(Now also found in RH 1:9.) AUGUST 1849. We have now found this BREAK-UP involves so much, it is NOT all that SIMPLE. Was "BUYING!" that "THE MAIN SHORT-WAVE STATION!" such a SMART MOVE after all--??? Or is it a PIG in a POKE--??? Better if we had NEVER-HEARD-OF-IT-!!! ALL the INFORMATION about it was "ONE-SIDED!" The ones who jumped in to SPONSOR it did not know WHAT they were SPONSORING-!!!

VANCE FERRELL "WAYMARKS WM 518 & 519." (Gone back to his old trick - NO DATE-!!!) "PILGRIM'S REST" HCR 77, BOX 38A - BEERSHEBA SPRINGS, TN 37305. This is the MAIN THING that matters:

"On February 9-12, 1994 - five "INDEPENDENT MINISTRY" LEADERS were slated to broadcast eighteen meetings at San Bernardino, California. After they had all arrived, JOHN OSBORNE (ALL EMPHASIS THROUGHOUT ALL THESE PAPERS ADDED - DO NOT QUOTE US - SEE ORIGINAL) JOHN OSBORNE'S FOUR CLOSE ASSOCIATES (BOB TREFZ, JOHN GROSBOIL, LES BALSIGER, and DANNY VIERRA) asked JOHN to ADD THEM to the BOARD which would CONTROL the SHORT-WAVE STATION. THEY TOLD HIM IT WAS TOO BIG FOR ONE MAN TO RUN, John became VERY ANGRY, and said that he and his wife would retain SOLE CONTROL. This so upset his associates that they drew back and a SEPARATION has occurred." WAYMARKS WM 519 LAST PAGE 8. (We agree just about with the INFORMATION HANDED TO VANCE FERRELL!) (THE WHOLE IDEA IS HAY-WIRE-!!! NO "HOLY SPIRIT!" WAS PRESENT! It is NOT a "BARGAIN!" It is "NOTHING!" NO MORE PLANNING FOR: THE FUTURE THAN CRAWLING INTO THE WRONG BED WITH THE WRONG WOMAN-!!!) IMPULSIVE-!!!

IT'S IN THE BIBLE - !!!

DO ALL HAVE "THE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION?" ("I AM SAVED!") OR ARE SOME JUST "BORN TO RAISE HELL!" "But these, as NATURAL BRUTE BEASTS, MADE to be taken and DESTROYED, speak EVIL of the things that they UNDERSTAND NOT; and shall UTTERLY PERISH in their own CORRUPTION... SPOTS they are and BLEMISHES sporting themselves with their own DECEIVINGS while they FEAST WITH YOU (HOW CAN YOU DETECT THEM!) "HAVING EYES FULL OF ADULTERY; and THAT CANNOT CEASE FROM SIN, BEGUILING UNSTABLE SOULS (YOU-???)...THE DUMB ASS SPEAKING WITH MAN'S VOICE...For when they speak GREAT SWELLING WORDS OF VANITY....While they promise them "LIBERTY!", they themselves
are the SERVANTS-OF-CORRUPTION: for of whom a man is OVERCOME, of the SAME is he brought in BONDAGE...But it is happened unto them according to the TRUE PROVERB, "THE DOG is turned to his own VOMIT AGAIN; and the SOW that was WASHED - to her WALLOWING in the MIRE!" 2 PETER 2:12-22.

ELLEN WHITE COMMENTS:

"By associating with this DANGEROUS ELEMENT, WOMEN become accustomed to BREATHE the ATMOSPHERE of IMPURITY and almost INSENSIBLY become PERMEATED WITH THE SAME SPIRIT. Their IDENTITY is LOST; they become the SHADOW of their SEDUCER. MEN PROFESSING to have "NEW LIGHT!" - claiming to be "REFORMERS!" will have GREAT "INFLUENCE!" OVER A CERTAIN CLASS..." (NEED I QUOTE MORE?) T5:144-5. PP 439,442,67. T1:284. (That last reference will tell you what the CHURCH-WILL-NOT-TELL-YOU! In their ZEAL not according to "KNOWLEDGE!" ("ADD TO YOUR FAITH - KNOWLEDGE!") in their ZEAL to hand you UNCONDITIONAL LOVE-!!! (And we know NO ONE to COUNTER THAT!) How could they at the SAME TIME give you what is in T1:284-5. "LOVE NOT...!!!"

We are not playing games with you people any more - if you do not know what you are supposed to "LOVE NOT...!!!" You better go back to school again-!!! JOHN 2:15-17. JAMES 4:4. LUKE 6:22,23.

"HATE-!!!" is not "LOVE-!!!" They "HATED-!!!" CHRIST! And if you are of the WORLD - "THE WORLD WOULD LOVE HIS OWN!" JOHN 15:16-19. (BUT NOT "UNCONDITIONALLY-!!!" - only if you do what THEY DO-!!! Do not TRY to be DIFFERENT or they will give you UNCONDITIONAL HATRED-!!!)

AND SO THE ROTTEN CHURCH-!!!

Find that the "CHURCH!" is "ROTTEN!" T8:250. And it is the very PREACHERS that are CRYING "PEACE and SAFETY!" (T5:211.) While "SUDDEN DESTRUCTION!" is coming UPON THEM! GOOD! You want "PEACE and SAFETY!"-???. READ THE "ADVENT REVIEW!" They have GOBS of it! They have enough LEFTOVERS for EVERYBODY! Like the HARLOTS of HOLLYWOOD! "LOVE EVERYBODY!" EVEN "UNCONDITIONAL!" (Until they get "AIDS!" That might slow them up-!!!)
YOU THINK THAT'S A "SNIDE REMARK-???

"What we have SEEN and HEARD of the "PESTILENCE!" is but the BEGINNING of what we shall SEE and HEAR. Soon the DEAD and DYING will be ALL AROUND US. (ESPECIALLY "PREACHERS!" THAT ARE "NOT SENT!") I SAW THAT SOME will be SO HARDENED, as to even MAKE SPORT of the JUDGMENTS OF GOD! Then the ("GOD DOES NOT DESTROY-???") THEN THE SLAIN OF THE LORD will be from ONE END of the Earth, to the OTHER, they will NOT BE LAMENTED, GATHERED, nor BURIED; but their ILL SAVOR will come up from the FACE OF THE WHOLE EARTH! (WHAT TIME IS THIS-???) THOSE ONLY who have the "SEAL OF THE LIVING GOD!" will be SHELTERED from the STORM OF WRATH! that will soon fall on the HEADS of THOSE WHO HAVE REJECTED THE TRUTH!

IN HOPE, E.G.WHITE." PT 32.

(THIS IS WHY WE HAVE PRINTED THOUSANDS OF COPIES OF PAGES 22 and 32 AS THE MOST IMPORTANT PAGES of the "PRESENT TRUTH" SERIES. YOU MAY HAVE A COPY.)

DON'T LET THE "LOVE UNLIMITED!" CULT FOOL YOU - !!!

"Wherefore hear the "WORD OF THE LORD!" ye SCORNFUL MEN, that RULE THIS people which is in JERUSALEM...the HAIL shall sweep away the REFUGE OF LIES...And your covenant with DEATH shall be DISANNULED, and your AGREEMENT with HELL shall not stand; when the OVERFLOWING SCAVAGE shall pass through, then ye shall be trodden down by it...For the Lord shall RISE UP as in MOUNT PERAZIM, HE shall be WROTH ("LOVE UNCONDITIONAL?" HOW STUPID CAN YOU GET-???) THE WHOLE DENOMINATION and "INDEPENDENT MINISTRIES" GOING ALONG WITH THAT ABOMINATION-!!!)

"HE SHALL BE WROTH as in the Valley of GIBEON, that He may do HIS WORK, HIS STRANGE WORK; and bring to pass HIS ACT, HIS STRANGE ACT. NOW THEREFORE be ye not MOCKERS, lest your BANDS be made STRONG; for I have heard from the LORD GOD OF HOSTS a "CONSUMPTION!" even determined upon the WHOLE EARTH!" ISA. 28:14,17,18,21,22; 10:22,23. JER. 8:2; 11:23. ISA. 37:31; 56:8. "FOR YET A VERY LITTLE WHILE, AND THE INDIGNATION SHALL CEASE and mine ANGER - IN-THEIR-DESTRUCTION-!!!" ISA. 10:25.

WHY IS ALL THIS-???. BECAUSE THEY ARE "ROTTEN!"
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WHEN IS ALL THIS—??? ON WHOM IS ALL THIS—??? AND ON WHOM IS IT NOT—???


"THE BOTTLES OF GOD'S WRATH CANNOT BE POURED OUT TO DESTROY THE WICKED UNTIL ALL "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" HAVE BEEN "JUDGED!" and the CASES of the LIVING AS WELL AS THE DEAD ARE DECIDED. (GOODBYE - FORD!) (WHAT ABOUT THE OTHER "JACK S's" that DENY the "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT—???")

"...and the CASES of the LIVING as well as the DEAD ARE DECIDED...THE INDELIBLE MARK of GOD is UPON them...THEIR DESTINATION is INSCRIBED - "GOD, NEW JERUSALEM."...WILL THIS "SEAL!!!" BE PUT UPON THE IMPURE in MIND, THE "FORNICATION!" - THE "ADULTERER!" - the MAN who COVETS HIS NEIGHBOR'S WIFE—???...GOD has SHOWN ME that at the very TIME that the "SIGNS of the TIMES!" are being fulfilled around us, when we hear, as it were, the TREAD of the HOSTS of HEAVEN fulfilling their MISSION, men of INTELLIGENCE, MEN IN RESPONSIBLE POSITIONS, will be putting "ROTTEN TIMBERS!" in their CHARACTER-BUILDING - material which is CONSUMABLE in the "DAY of GOD!" and which will DECIDE THEM to be UNFIT to enter the MANSIONS ABOVE!...They have REFUSED to LET GO the "FILTHY GARMENTS!" they have CLUNG to them as if they were of PRECIOUS VALUE. They will lose HEAVEN and an "ETERNITY of BLISS!" on account of them!...Will these SINNERS - shall I call them "HYPOCRITES!!" - in ZION INQUIRE...Am I a SPECTACLE to the WORLD of MORAL LOoseness—??? Am I a SPECTACLE to ANGELS in INDECENT ACTIONS and MORAL DEFILEMENT of the BODY—???...GOD-HAS-A-LAW...HE HAS COMMANDED YOU INDIVIDUALLY to RESIST the DEVIL, not to ENTERTAIN him as an HONORED GUEST...IT may NOT be TOO LATE...to be ZEALOUS and REPENT—!!!" TM 446-448.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - APRIL 11, 1994

If you have the BEAUTIFUL TRUTH SATURATED through your system - part of your very BLOOD and BONES - and then you have some one come up with:

"NO CONDITIONS!" SM 1:377

You "KNOW!" he has to be "CRAZY—!!!"
"CHRIST WOULD NEVER DO THAT!!!" Just WHO told you THAT-?? ELLAH did a little MORE that use "LANGUAGE!" So did PHINEHAS! ELLAH with his TRUSTY SWORD - PHINEHAS with his JAVELIN! (FOR THE VERY THING WE ARE TALKING ABOUT-!!! Bringing a "MITANITISH HARLOT" INTO THE CAMP! PP 455-6. GOD CONFIRMED HIM TO THE PRIESTHOOD "FOREVER" ST 1:205.)

INSANE - STUPID

"MEN AND WOMEN are in the LAST HOURS OF PROBATION, and yet are CARELESS and STUPID, and MINISTERS have NO POWER to AROUSE them; they are ASLEEP THEMSELVES! SLEEPING PREACHERS PREACHING TO A SLEEPING PEOPLE!" T2:337. EW 48. "(SATAN) KNOWS that if they SLEEP-A-LITTLE-LONGER he is SURE of them, for their DESTRUCTION IS CERTAIN!" T1:263. SG 4:61. T8:37,160. T8:304. T3:473. And as NEARLY ALL AROUND US are enveloped in the THICK DARKNESS OF ERROR and DELUSION, it becomes us to "SHAKE OFF STUPIDITY-!!!" EW 104.

"NO LONGER remain in LETHARGY and STUPID INDIFFERENCE!" T6:404-5. RH 2:106. (BUT IF YOU DO) - "GRACE, PEACE, and PARDON (NO CONDITIONS?) will be FOREVER WITHDRAWN, Jesus will have passed by, NEVER AGAIN to come within reach of your PRAYERS and ENTREATIES-!!!" T6:405. (AND A DOZEN MORE! WHO WOULD BE SO CRAZY AS TO DENY IT - ????)

"SICKNESS OF THE MIND prevails EVERYWHERE. NINETENTHS of the DISEASES from which men suffer have their FOUNDATION HERE...UNBALANCES THE MIND. There are ERRONEOUS DOCTRINES ALSO, as that of an ETERNALLY BURNING HELL and the ENDLESS TORMENT of the WICKED have produced the SAME RESULTS upon sensitive MINDS. INFIDELS...attributing "INSANITY!" to RELIGION!" T5:444. EW 111,113, 119,247.

"THERE IS NO INSANITY!"

"THERE IS NO INSANITY - SO DREADFUL - SO HOPELESS - as that of following HUMAN WISDOM - UNGUIDED by the WISDOM OF GOD-!!! PP 658. "There are MULTITUDES TODAY as truly under the POWER of EVIL SPIRITS as was the DEMONIAC of CAPERNAUM. All who WILFULLY depart from GOD'S COMMANDMENTS are placing themselves under the CONTROL of SATAN!" MH 92. (BE SURE AND SEE MH 143.) (DRUNKS place themselves:) "UNDER THE POWER OF A DEMON!!" MH 172.
(PENTECOSTAL "TONGUES!") "THESE PEOPLE ARE NOT SANE!!!" SG 4:159.

SATAN AND HIS EVIL ANGELS -
DURING THE "1,000 YEARS!" - having NO ONE TO TORMENT BUT THEMSELVES - CONFINED TO THIS PLANET - WILL BE "AN INSANE ASYLUM!" They will "SEEK DEATH! But DEATH will "FLEE FROM THEM!" EVERY ONE MUST STAY ALIVE! Then they will be RELEASED LIKE A SPRING--!!! When ALL THE WICKED: "BUT THE REST OF THE DEAD LIVED NOT AGAIN until the THOUSAND YEARS were FINISHED!" REV. 20:5. (THE END OF THE "JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES!")

AS WM. (BILL) WOODWARD WOULD SAY:
SATAN CLAIMS HE COULD RUN THE UNIVERSE - he will be given "1,000 YEARS!" TO "CREATE!" but will be able to CREATE! - "NOTHING!" NO "POWER!" THAT GOD DOES NOT GIVE HIM!!! Then the WICKED ARISE---!!! He had to make "MAMMOTH PREPARATION!" TO FEED THEM! Just a few WORDS: "At the close of the THOUSAND YEARS...the wicked dead ARISE...the SAME SPIRIT OF REBELLION...NOW SATAN PREPARES...ALL IMMEDIATELY BEGIN TO PREPARE FOR BATTLE. SKILLFUL ARTISANS CONSTRUCT IMPLEMENTS OF WAR!!..."

(CAN YOU IMAGINE WHAT THIS IS SAYING--??? HUGE FACTORIES - NUCLEAR REACTORS - MINES - SMELTERS - BUILDINGS - will they be WITHOUT their TOBACCO - HUGE PIG FARMS - TEN TIMES AS LARGE AS ANYTHING SEEN NOW - will they have their DANCE PARLORS--??? Their RESTAURANTS? Their HOSPITALS--??? Will SATAN be FORCED to have "LAW and ORDER?" COURTS--??? NO BABIES TO WORRY ABOUT! 100 YEARS TO PREPARE FOR WAR--!!! ISA. 65:20.)

"AT LAST the order to advance is given, and the COUNTLESS HOST MOVES...AN ARMY such as was NEVER SUMMONED BY EARTHLY CONQUERORS, such as the COMBINED FORCES OF ALL AGES SINCE WAR BEGAN...could never equal. SATAN, the MIGHTIEST of WARRIORS (and the ORIGINATOR of "WARS!") LEADS THE VAN...the MULTITUDES FOLLOW in VAST COMPANIES...WITH MILITARY PRECISION!!!...BY COMMAND OF JESUS, the GATES of the NEW JERUSALEM ARE CLOSED...!!!"
GC 664. (478.)

WHAT IS THIS TELLING US--???
THE GATES WERE OPEN WHILE PREPARING FOR WAR - THE GATES WERE OPEN!!! ANYONE could have slipped away and come into the CITY THE SAME AS they built TWO CITIES next to NOAH'S ARK - if the RAINS CAME - they could RUSH IN! They looked in AMAZEMENT - the ANIMALS (BABY ANIMALS) - TWO BY TWO and by SEvens - the BIRDS CAME - DARKENED THE SKY!!!

BUT NOT ONE BROKE AWAY FROM THE COMPANY THEY PREFERRED! NOT ONE LEFT SODOM AND GOMORRAH! EVEN LOT - HIS WIFE - AND TWO DAUGHTERS - had to be taken by the HANDS by the ANGELS! Are we also - unable to "COME APART AND BE YE SEPARATE!!!" - ???

DO WE BELIEVE THESE WORDS:

"THE ANGEL IS TO PLACE A MARK upon the FOREHEAD of all who are SEPARATED from SIN and SINNERS, and the DESTROYING ANGEL will FOLLOW, to SLAY UTTERLY both OLD and YOUNG!!" T5:505,511.

THE LORD HAS NEVER - NEVER - NEVER asked HIS PEOPLE to stand there and BULL-THEIR-WAY-THROUGH like JOHN GROSBOLL and his "GANG OF 40!" ARE TRYING TO DO! CHRIST did NOT try to take over the OLD CHURCH! HE DID NOT GO - WHERE HE WAS NOT WANTED!!! That only builds up "HATRED!!"

"SEPARATION - !!!"

"Our holy faith cries out "SEPARATION!" We should not be CONFORMED to "THE WORLD!" or to "DEAD, HEARTLESS PROFESSORS!" "Be ye TRANSFORMED by the RENEWING of your MIND." T1:240. "AS DISCIPLES of Christ we shall not MINGLE with the WORLD from a mere LOVE OF PLEASURE, to UNITE with THEM in FOLLY. Such associations can result ONLY IN HARM. WE should never give SANCTION to SIN by our WORDS or our DEEDS, our SILENCE, or our PRESENCE -!!" DA 152. (See T2:496. Top of page. MARK 10:29,30. LUKE 18:29,30.) "These PROFESS to know GOD, yet in WORKS DENY HIM. How GREAT is their DARKNESS-!!!" T2:125.

"You have THOUGHT that if we would be less EXCLUSIVE and would MINGLE MORE with the WORLD, their opinions and impressions of us would be GREATLY MODIFIED. But NO GREATER MISTAKE COULD AFFECT THE HUMAN MIND!" T5:433. "Our only SAFETY is in SEPARATION -!!" T4:109.
HOW WILL YOU KNOW WHEN TO "SEPARATE?"

AND WHEN "NOT!" TO SEPARATE-???. NATURALLY you will
KNOW if they MOCK what you believe. It is not SAFE to LIS-
TEN to THAT-!!! That is bound up in these WORDS: "To avoid
FOOLISH QUESTIONS...and CONTENTIONS, and STRIVINGS a-
about the "LAW!" - for they are UNPROFITABLE and VAIN. A
man that is an "HERETIC!" (You are supposed to keep CHASING
HIM-???) "Let him be unto thee as a HEATHEN man and a
PUBLICAN!" MATT. 18:17.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - APRIL 16, 1994

In the midst of some of the "GREATEST BULL" ever given to
man by COLIN STANDISH and his "CONSORTIUM!" It happened -
what I said (In this paper!) would "NEVER HAPPEN!" It hap-
pened.

BETTER PAY ATTENTION - !!!

(1) I am NOT saying ANYTHING about ANY OTHER NUMBER OF
"OUR FIRM FOUNDATION." I am ONLY TALKING about this
ONE NUMBER of this MAGAZINE-!!!

(2) I am NOT saying ANYTHING about WHAT THE SAME WRIT-
ER may have said about the SAME or any other SUBJECT
by the SAME WRITER. THIS IS THE MISTAKE that the
"JONES ADDICTS!" made with "SR. WHITE!" What she
ONCE may have said about "JONES and WAGGONER!" Did
that apply FOR EVER-???. We have spent a LIFETIME
proving she DID NOT GIVE "BLANKET APPROVAL!" for what
they wrote! She gave the SAME "APPROVAL!" for a LIMIT-
ED TIME on a LIMITED SUBJECT - for MANY OTHERS to
"ENCOURAGE!" THEM! Not as a "PERPETUAL BLANKET AP-
PROVAL!" for EVERYTHING they ever WROTE!

(3) IF YOU ARE GOING TO DO THAT - you won't know "IF
YOU ARE COMING OR GOING!" as THEY did not know if
they were "COMING OR GOING!" "AND THE MORE PART
KNOW NOT WHEREFORE THEY WERE COME TOGETHER!"

(4) I am now speaking of "OUR FIRM FOUNDATION!" Vol. 9,
No. 4, April 1994. I AM NOT GOING ALONG WITH EVERY-
THING THEY SAY. Intermingled WITH THE TRUTH is
"DOUBLE TALK!" - "UNCERTAINTY!" - "CONTRADICTIONS!"

(5) It may have been "AN UNCOMMON ATTACK OF HONESTY!"
but they DID SAY what I said "THEY WOULD NEVER SAY!"

WHAT DID THEY SAY - ???
KEVIN PAULSON: "A THEOLOGICAL PICASSO - PART TWO."
He is NOT AFRAID of "JACK S's." or "A.T.JONES!" "NO CONDITIONS!" SM 1:377. 1893. BC 7:972. "R.S.FOLKENBERG!" - although he does not mention the "NAME!" but the TEACHING OF THE DUMB "FALSE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!" THE EQUALLY DUMB "ADVENTIST UNITED ATTACK!" against "LEGALISM!" (THE FIRST TIME I EVER HEARD ANYONE ANYWHERE QUESTION THAT TIDBIT PICKED UP FROM THE "BAAL-PRIESTS!" where they are ENCOURAGED TO GO FOR YEARS-!!! TO GET THEIR "DEGREES!" and pay PART or ALL of their EXPENSES and then give them a BIGGER CHURCH to bring "BAAL, BAAL, IS THE CHOICE!" TM 467-8.) I WAS THRILLED TO HEAR "ANY-ONE, ANYWHERE!" say a WORD against that "DOCTRINE OF DEVILS!" [LEGALISM: (WEBSTER) "LIVING BY LAW!" WHAT'S WRONG WITH THAT - ???] Just part of "THE WARFARE AGAINST LAW!" started by "SATAN!" IN HEAVEN! You can hardly read ANYTHING in ANY "ADVENTIST" magazine but they WAR against "LEGALISM!" as though there were NOTHING "WORSE!" IN HEAVEN OR ON EARTH! And the "KNOW-NOTINGS!" chime in: "THERE IS NOTHING WORSE THAN "LEGALISM!" KEVIN PAULSON GAVE THEM A GOOD "BELT!" Why does "OFFICIAL ADVENTISM!" have to IMITATE "BAAL?" ??? ALSO: "The contemporary ADVENTIST OBSESSION with "AS-SURANCE!" borrowed LARGELY from "PROTESTANT EVANGELICALS!" represents a GROSS BETRAYAL of the SPIRIT OF ADVENTISM!" p.22. (I never THOUGHT I would EVER-SEE-THAT in any MAGAZINE that CLAIMS to teach ADVENTISM! (FOLKENBERG - crawl in your hole-!!!) (JOHNSON - BURN YOUR BOOK! Did they PAY you for THAT-???)

RALPH LARSON - p.25:
"YET IT IS IMPOSSIBLE for even ONE SOUL to be SAVED-WITH OUT-GOOD-WORKS-!!!" "JONES MORONS!" do not seem to SEE THAT in SM 1:377-?? ?? RALPH LARSON QUOTES: "Those who CLAIM that "FAITH ALONE" will save them, are trusting to "A HOPE OF SAVING!" R&H April 13, 1911. SOP 3:331 (1878) Some one should tell RALPH LARSON that "ELLEN WHITE!" recommending "SPURGEON & CALVIN!" in GC 277,384 was NOT "ELLEN WHITE!" but in "URIAH SMITH'S 1883 TRANSLATION!" and/or "1911!" But then you would HAVE to go INTO the "VERBOTEN!" QUESTION of the "CHANGES OF THE BOOKS!" Then you would NOT be NEAR-SO-POPULAR-!!! But on the OTHER HAND you make it APPEAR you DO NOT "BELIEVE! ELLEN WHITE-!!! (NOT IF SHE RECOMMENDED "CALVIN!")
HOW WILL YOU KNOW WHEN TO "SEPARATE?"
AND WHEN "NOT" TO SEPARATE-???, NATURALLY you will
KNOW if they MOCK what you believe. It is not SAFE to LIS-
TEN to THAT-!!! That is bound up in these WORDS: "To avoid
FOOLISH QUESTIONS...and CONTENTIONS, and STRIVINGS a-
bout the "LAW!" - for they are UNPROFITABLE and VAIN. A
man that is an "HERETIC!" (You are supposed to keep CHASING
HIM-???) "Let him be unto thee as a HEATHEN
man and a
PUBLICAN!" MATT. 18:17.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - APRIL 16, 1994
In the midst of some of the "GREATEST BULL" ever given to
man by COLIN STANDISH and his "CONSORTIUM!" It happened
- what I said (In this paper!) would "NEVER HAPPEN!" It hap-
pened.

BETTER PAY ATTENTION - !!!

(1) I am NOT saying ANYTHING about ANY OTHER NUMBER OF
"OUR FIRM FOUNDATION." I am ONLY TALKING about this
ONE NUMBER of this MAGAZINE-!!!

(2) I am NOT saying ANYTHING about WHAT THE SAME WRIT-
ER may have said about the SAME or any other SUBJECT
by the SAME WRITER. THIS IS THE MISTAKE that the
"JONES ADDICTS!" made with "SR. WHITE!" What she
ONCE may have said about "JONES and WAGGONER!" Did
that apply FOR EVER-??? We have spent a LIFETIME
proving she DID NOT GIVE "BLANKET APPROVAL!" for what
they wrote! She gave the SAME "APPROVAL!" for a LIMIT-
ED TIME on a LIMITED SUBJECT - for MANY OTHERS to
"ENCOURAGE!" THEM! Not as a "PERPETUAL BLANKET AP-
PROVAL!" for EVERYTHING they ever WROTE!

(3) IF YOU ARE GOING TO DO THAT - you won't know "IF
YOU ARE COMING OR GOING!" as THEY did not know if
they were "COMING OR GOING!" "AND THE MORE PART
KNOW NOT WHEREFORE THEY WERE COME TOGETHER!"

(4) I am now speaking of "OUR FIRM FOUNDATION!" Vol. 9,
No. 4, April 1994. I AM NOT GOING ALONG WITH EVERY-
THING THEY SAY. Intermingled WITH THE TRUTH is
"DOUBLE TALK!" - "UNCERTAINTY!" - "CONTRADICTIONS!"

(5) It may have been "AN UNCOMMON ATTACK OF HONESTY!"
but they DID SAY what I said "THEY WOULD NEVER SAY!"

WHAT DID THEY SAY - ????
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KEVIN PAULSON: "A THEOLOGICAL PICASSO - PART TWO."
He is NOT AFRAID of "JACK S's." or "A.T.JONES!" "NO CONDI-
TIONS!" SM 1:377. 1893. BC 7:972. "R.S.FOLKENBERG!" although he does not mention the "NAME!" but the TEACHING
OF THE DUMB "FALSE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!" THE
EQUALLY DUMB "ADVENTIST UNITED ATTACK!" against "LEGAL-
ISM!" (THE FIRST TIME I EVER HEARD ANYONE ANYWHERE -
QUESTION THAT TIDBIT PICKED UP FROM THE "BAAL-PRIESTS!
where they are ENCOURAGED TO GO FOR YEARS-!!! TO GET
THEIR "DEGREES!" and pay PART or ALL of their EXPENSES and
then give them a BIGGER CHURCH to bring "BAAL, BAAL, IS
THE CHOICE!" TM 467-8.) I WAS THRILLED TO HEAR "ANY-
ONE, ANYWHERE!" say a WORD against that "DOCTRINE OF
DEVILS!" [LEGALISM: (WEBSTER) "LIVING BY LAW!" WHAT'S
WRONG WITH THAT - ???] Just part of "THE WARFARE
AGAINST LAW!" started by "SATAN!" IN HEAVEN! You can
hardly read ANYTHING in ANY "ADVENTIST" magazine but they
WAR against "LEGALISM!" as though there were NOTHING
"WORSE!" IN HEAVEN OR ON EARTH! And the "KNOW-
NOTINGS!" chime in: "THERE IS NOTHING WORSE THAN "LE-
GALISM!" KEVIN PAULSON GAVE THEM A GOOD "BELT!"
Why does "OFFICIAL ADVENTISM!" have to IMITATE "BAAL" ???
ALSO: "The contemporary ADVENTIST OBSESSION with "AS-
SURANCE!" borrowed LARGELY from "PROTESTANT EVANGEL-
ICALS!" represents a GROSS BETRAYAL of the SPIRIT OF AD-
VENTISM!" p.22. (I never THOUGHT I would EVER-SEE-THAT
in any MAGAZINE that CLAIMS to teach "ADVENTISM!"
(FOLKENBERG - crawl in your hole-!!!) (JOHANSSON - BUR-
YOUR BOOK! Did they PAY you for THAT-???)

RALPH LARSON - p.25:
"YET IT IS IMPOSSIBLE for even ONE SOUL to be SAVED-WITH
OUT GOOD-WORKS-!!!" "JONES MORONS!" do not seem to
SEE THAT in SM 1:377-?? ?? RALPH LARSON QUOTES: "Those
who CLAIM that "FAITH ALONE!" will save them, are trusting to
"A HOPE OF SAND!" R&H April 13, 1911; SOP 3:331 (1878)
Some one should tell RALPH LARSON that "ELLEN WHITE!" re-
commending "SPURGEON & CALVIN!" in GC 277,384 was NOT
"ELLEN WHITE!" but in "URIAH SMITH'S 1883 TRANSLATION!
and/or "1911!" But then you would HAVE to go INTO the
"VERBOTEN!" QUESTION of the "CHANGES OF THE BOOKS!
Then you would NOT be NEAR-SO-POPULAR-!!! But on the
OTHER HAND you make it APPEAR you DO NOT "BELIEVE!
ELLEN WHITE-!!! (NOT IF SHE RECOMMENDED "CALVIN!"
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SURELY that question has been THROWN-AT-YOU 200 TIMES! Now you can tell them - SR. WHITE DID NOT RECOMMEND "ONCE SAVED - ALWAYS SAVED!" CALVIN! (Isn't "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE!" - the same THING-???) If you CONDEMN the ONE - why not the OTHER-??? Afraid of the "HIGH-PRIEST?" YOU ARE BOXED IN-???

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - APRIL 17, 1994


YOU PEOPLE DENY ALL THIS - ??? ALSO TM 366,494 - ???

THE LORD WILL DENY YOU A PLACE IN HEAVEN - !!!

NO WONDER YOU PREFER "HISTORICAL (URIAH SMITH) ADVENTISM!"

CLARK FLOYD: I never thought I would live to see THIS-!!! To tell the TRUTH about *A.T.JONES!* That he became the BIGGEST ENEMY that ELLEN WHITE ever had. BALLINGER didn't have the BRAINS to write what he did - it was largely "JONES and WAGGONER!" HERE AT LAST "JONES!" was put in his place! "OUR FIRM FOUNDATION!" April 1994, p.28-31. Is the TERM "VISIBLE!" or "INVISIBLE!" as applied to "THE CHURCH!"

ROMANISM: "THE TRUTH!" IS - WHERE "THE CHURCH!" IS...

PROTESTANTISM: "THE CHURCH!" IS - WHERE "THE TRUTH!" IS...

{This is a "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" production.}